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OUT TO MEET

REBELS

dama;e already done to the Mormon
is ertimated at $100,000.
Several Mexican cowboys and their
,
families from Gallaido ranch, who
have been held prisoners by the reb
els for several days, were reported
to have been released and are now
Dlstribu
on their way to Douglas.
tion of the Ninth United States cav
alrv was made today by General

Schuyler. Eight troops and regiment
al headquarters will remain at Doug
las. Two troops were sent to Warren, Ariz., one troop to Naco and one
ATTACK
to the San Bernardino ranch. Major
Hardeman and two troops of the
THE
PUEGE
Fourth
TO
cavalry, who have been reliev
ed on border ipatrol here, Will take
their new station at Hereford, west
DECLARES HE WILL DRIVE EVERY
of Douglas, next Monday. There has
INSURRECTO AWAY FROM
been no disorder of any importance
THE BORDER
due to the arrival of the colored regiment, despite the fact that th; negro
troopers received three months' pay
TROUBLE EXPECTED MONDAY while enroute
herefrom Fort D. A.
Russell, Wyoming.
DAY
INDEPENDENCE
MEXICAN
Fighting between rebels under
and a force of federals sent
CRITICOampa.
A
AS
REGARDED
IS
out from Agua Prieta early today is
AL DATE
reported at Cenizas Springs, twelve
miles southeast of Douglas.
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 14 Declaring
that he would rid northern Sonora of
Developments Expected Monday
rebel bands which have infested that
Mex
Sept.
Juarez,
section of Mexico since the collapse developments are expected In the
Chihuaof the Orozco revolution in
Mexican situation on or before next
Prie-t- a
hua, General Sanjines left Agua
Monday, the Mexican day of independbefore daybreak today at the head ence when the Mexican patriot, Hidalof a large force of federals. At 10 go, began his revolution against the
O'clock a rancher brought in word
Spanish Invaders more than a century
that fighting was in progress between ago. It la rumored that the military
the federals and rebels under Rafael element, heretofore remaining loyal
In the vicinity of Cenizas to the Madero government will take
Canipa
Prieta
Springs, 12 miles from Agua
a hand In the present revolution.
250 rebels
about
and
where Campa
Lack of pursuit of the rebels in200 federals
camped last night Only
the territory both east and
festing
remain at Agua Prieta. Last night a west of Juarez, which is headquarters
196 federals
special train containing
in the north commanded
El for the army
was sent south to the relief of
General Victoriano Huerta, seems
by
met them
Tigre. Another special train
to be responsible for the persistency
burned
bridge
of
the
side
other
at the
Is known that troops
rumor.
PRIETA
COMMANDER AT AGUA
GROWS TIRED OF AWAITING

LEASED

WIRES

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

PROGRESSIVES TO 7AR BREAKS OUT C
BE FIRED OFF

IN THE STRIKE

C0I1TTEE

EGION

NATIONAL REPUBLICAN ORGANIZATION TO TAKE DRASTIC ACTION.

NO BULL

aES

WANTED

MILITIAMEN ARE FIRED
BY WEST VIRGINIA
MINERS. ,

TO

STUP

TAKE

nounced

today

by William

Barnes,

Jr., chairman of the national advisory
committee.
"Every member of the committee,"
said Mr. Barnes, "will be required to
declare himself for tne republican national ticket and every one who fails
to do so will be expelled from the
committee."

from the Nacozari railroad and they
Ysa-jbwere reported to have arrived at
El
early
Tlgre
30 miles west of
They started immediately
today.
which
afoot for the American camp,
under
rebels
Salazarj
was assaulted by
"''.
received
vesterday. No word was
was tected.
firing
that
except
from El Tigre
That General Rabago with the main
Kansas Case to Supreme Court.
12 miles
heard on the Bavlsh riven
Denver, Sent. 14. The Kansas pres
roup of federal cavalry remains in
away, late last night
at Casas Grandes, with rebel idential election case was taken un
that active
A message brought here said
east in Chihuahua der advisement in the "United States
bands
operating
out from El
five federal scouts sent
near Ojinaga and west along the Ari- circuit court of appeals here today.
or captured by zona
Tigre had been Wiled
line, and that only infantry was It was agreed by the court that an
9 o'clock last night a
rebels.'
At
the
sent to combat the rebels in the west effort would be made to reach an earcolumn of federals waas dispatched is considered significant. Rabago is ly decision in order that the case may
in the direction
under command of General Huerta, go to the supreme court in time for
by General Sanjines
a courier
of Cenizas and at 3 o'clock
who controls all forces .in , the local review with the Harvey county case,
wmM word to the federal commanof military zone. General Huerta has a similar action brought against Kander which resulted in the sending
been mentioned often as a presiden- sas electors. It is expected a mandate will be handed down next Monfurther troops.
here tial possibility.
m.a TTAd States officials
of
dep day. The case, it is agreed, will be
The incident in the chamber
appealed to the United States su.
where
were confronted with a unique
Mexico
at
yesterday,
City
to uties
court.
Rice
telephoned
.Major
lem when
President Madero was hissed and tha preme
57 men
a
Consul Dye that a band of
caused
has
Diaz
name of
cheered,
Mexican
with 21 .rifles and carrying a
stir here among the army officers
SJOIINSON'SKuTIIEB
national flag, had asked permission of General Huerta's command. The
at San
mili
a
as
Mexico
to cross American territory
of
former
president
east of
Bernardino ranch, 20 miles
tary dictator and the remnants of his ATTENDS HEU FUNERAL
this
viaa
Douglas, and make their way
political fabric left remaining in Mex
to secure arms
ico after the Madero revolution, are
city into Agua Prieta
at the
TOM FLANAGAN, JACK
CUR LEY
and ammunition for volunteers
believed to retain much power with
southeast
miles
126
,s otflcered ln gene raI! AND OTHER NOTABLES ALSO
town of Bacerac
consul,
'
j
PRESENT
Qf fte m
army
of this point. JThe American
,
men
could find no precedent for granting.
HMrfit
here
.ervlce
Mexican
w;
by! Chicago, Sept. 14. People crowded
the permit :and referred the matter
reported t0 president Madero
.
.
at the funeral
todav.of tha whltn
fieneral Schuyler.' The problem telesraph that were was rear oi -a so
...
ot
....
Jack
wile
It. was learned that,
Johnson,
negro pusilist
i
n..
,hon
io
was n""""
counter revomuuu u um amij ui m, wh0
tb P"
8UIcide'
of
the
cleared
vlctnty
had
announced
comm,tited
the)
has
federals
General Huerta
slice were called, to clear the sldewalh
border and word was sent to the
fQ. a f,elebration ,n Juarez gim.
.... . . i n Xn nnma Intfl- AQTIia.
OfcJVBlUl
VI IUH 11UUBU.
UIUII
Mexican. ueiesu"
day and Monday at .wnion win De nem sand people were in the sWeet when
border.
..
also
concerts.
He
Prieta without crossing the
,
and
,,
bllc danceB
Mexican Consul Cuesta said 100 rifles Is planning a banquet Sunday night
'
Mrs. Johnson a mother and sister,
and 25,000 'rounds: of ammunition to which General E. 1 Stiver .nd,
Davld
and Ml8g
back
take
to
would be given the Men
staff officers from Fort Bligs wi l.be
B
N
if.
'
;
Bacerac.'
to
Saloons have, been ordered I
invited.
tended
the
.
'
by
negro
at
pugilist'"
The department " of justice
on Monday, an nmque occur- i icu mils
ouu duvc tuu
.
Washington has; been advised of the !vente,for:a feast day in Mexico.
r
Lit
x,'i i
nu'i.w
sin; ..iu-j
arrest early today of B. S. O'Reilly and
The-- two' women entered
Johnson's
two companions, comprising an alleg.:
Supply Pest: at El Paso
closed 'limousine! and sped away, with
patborder
the
14.
band,
by
filibuster
ed'
Major
Washington Sept.
the fighter.
rol 20 miles east of Douglas. Major
Tonard Wood, has ordered a
Jack Curley, manager of Jim Flynt.
at
that
of
the
established!
cavalry
in
Rice
charge
general army supply post
Johnson's trainer,
Tom
Flanagan,.
men
at El Paso. Conditions in Mexico are Jack
point was ordered to hold the
Barney Furey
Barry,
disposito
their
as
word
there until
reported to the war department as trainer of many fighters, all white,
tion was received from Washington. chaotic. Starvation during the comand a score of others prominent In the
It is said that they will he charged ing winter threatens to add to the
world of gloves, attending the funerai
with violating the neutrality laws. suffering. The rural population has
The pallbearers were negroes, Johnbands
The report that other filibuster
been unable to (plant or cultivate
son's personal friends.
was
Mexicali
and
Naco
at
crossed
crops. General Wood's action is taken
a hoax.
to indicate that officials here believe
IS POSTPONED
INTERVENTION
Much anxiety Is felt here for the the revolution will protracted.
14. The
state
Sept.
Washington.
safety of the Mormons remaining at
Reports of anarchy in southern
decided to await fur
has
department
sent
were
Colonia Morelos. Runners
Mexico reached the state department
from Minister Russell,
out last night to notify them of the with the information that Americans ther reports
of the gunboat Petrel,
commander
the
approach toward that town of Rojas and other foreigners were seeking
of the American consuls ln
some
and
The
Madero
their
Mexico
who
in
City.
conveyed
and his rebels
refuge
Dominican republic
regardin
threats to Mormon leaders that they government Is rushing troops into the the
before deciding
there
revolution
the
evbut
the
kill
disaffected
town
and
districts,
would wipe out the
whether the United Slates shall inter
on vage Eieht
American there. Only four men
nt

i
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ENDED

EMPEROR TO BE LAID
HIS GRAVE AT

the final
BODY

IS

n?.m

CARRIED

ON

TODAY
TRAIN

OF STATE TO
KIOTO.

FSfiHTING AMSNQ THEMSELVES MANY

OFFICIALS

PRESENT

ENDEAVOR TO MAKE EVERY DEPARTMENT
OF THE
THEIR
NATION
,
IS REPRESENTED
LABORS.
IN CORTEGE.

MEN CEASE

Va., Sept. 14.
Charleston,
Kioto, Japan, Sept. 14. The, last
tary outposts were fired on during the solemn function in the funeral cere
early hours at Holley, in tne heart of monies, which began at Tokio yester
the territory under martial law, be day of the late
Emperor Mutsuhito,
cause of the miners' strike. Tho pick took place
tonight when the body of
ets replied and for a time the ex the
departed ruler was burled ln the
change was brisk. Two militia com Imperial mausoleum at Monoyama.
panies were ordered to the place.
On arrival at Monoyama the coffin
in the unionized secThis is pay-dawas rtjmoved from the train an.d
Kanawtion on the north bank of the
placed on a funeral palanquin for
ha river where the men struck last
conveyance to the imperial tomb oy
week but returned to work on Tues
bearers selected from the
hereditary
day. It was observed at Hugheston farmers of Yast
village.
9
o'clock
by a fight which began at
Prince
of EmKanin,
representative
the shooting being general. It is re- peror Yoshihito
with the
together
factions
ported here that contending
princes representing the other memof miners were engaged, but the re bers of
the imperial family and
known.
is
not
yet
sult of the fighting
Prince Fushimi, headed the procesauthorities are of the sion which
Military
walked behind the palanopinion that martial law will be exAmid the offering of prayers
quin.
tended north of the Kanawha river. and
the chanting of dirges, the body
as lawlessness in some parts of thai'
was removed to the burial hall ant.
section is said to be increasing. It
In the tomb.
was stated that Governor Glasscock placed
The train bearing the body of
had ordered an investigation. Tne
the late Emperor Mutsuhito, which
proclamation Is not expecied before left
Aoyama early today following the
Saturday nlgLt timet being heeded iV
send troops Into the disti-Vut" s ' fiwwff iis ion"of im pressive eremoni es
in the great funeral hail there, arrived at Kioto this afternoon.' The body
will receive final burial fonight in
FOOT OF SNOW FALLS
the imperial mauseleum ' at Mono
yama, at the Imperial
estate, five
IN STATE OF VYOUiNG miles southeast of Kioto.
During the journey the train made
several etops to permit the people of
CROPS WILL BE DAMAGED, AC- the country districts to pay their re
CORDING TO. REPORTS
spects to the dead sovereign. Thou
FROM FARMERS.
sands gathered along the route ana
bowed their heads as the train passed.
Laramie, Wyo., Sept. 14. More An imperial salute was fired by the
than a foot of snow has 'fallen in Japanese warships in Tokio bay as
this valley, the storm beginning at 6 the train passed the coast towards
o'clock last evening ana ending after Yokohama.
The casket had been left in the fun
noon today. Much of it melted as it
fell. Snow is reported from Ogden, eral hall at Aoyama by the Imperial
Utah, to Kimball, Neb., and in some family, in charge of the Shinto ritualplaces ln the mountains the fall has ists and representatives of his majesbeen greatly in excess or that ln the ty. A special railroad line had been
city. On some of the farms of the built to a small station in the rear
Laramie valley great damage is. being of the funeral hall, and there the fundone to unharvested oats and native eral train was in waiting. The tram
hay crops, the oats and barley being was composed of a large locomotive
weighted with snow and bent over draped with mourning flags, Ka com
so that there will be a loss in yield. posite car and four other passenger
The railroads are in a badly crippled cars, the funeral cortege
occupying
the center of the train. The outside
condition.
of the car was painted
crimson
lake and the interior covered with
white silk. The coffin rested on a
OLD GUARD WINS
low dias raised two feet above the
Mili-
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IN COLORADO

C. PARKS, REGULAR, GETS RE-

PUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL.
i4!
NOMINATION. ; .V

John-close- d

;

Japan as a magnificent act of

LAST.

j

..

10 BE

I

CONGRESSMAN
WILL STRIKERS
KANSAS
LOYAL
FOLLOW ON THE TRAIL OF
GOVERNOR JOHNSON.
New York, Sept. 14. That drastic
action will be taken by the republi
can national committee at its meeting
here next Wednesday to oust from
its membership men with leanings to
ward Colonel Roosevelt was an-

EDMS

IN

leturns

"

Denver. Reft.
from all counties'

i'n

floor.
The party of mourners that accompanied the late emperor's body on
Its journey to Monoyama' included
representatives of the holders of orders of merit, of ministers of state,
of the army and navy and of various
grades of officials. The commander
of the Sixteenth division of the army
and the commander-in-chie- f
"of tlie
Maidzuru naval station, accompanied
the train,- - together with the pre3t
dents of the house of peers and the
house of representatives, the governor of Kioto prefecture, the presi
dent or. tne Kioto assembly and a
number of peers residing ln the dis
trict of Kioto.

the state, receiv
ed' at state republican headquarters
today, practically assure the nomina
tion of C. C Parks, regular, for governor, over P. B. Stewart, progressive.
According to State1 Chairman J. F.
McDonald the figures give Parka a
lead of 1,725. The republican headquarters conceded the nomination of
Ben Griffith, progressive, for attorney
Japs Admire Nogls
general, but claim the remainder of
Tokio, Japan, Sept. 14. The dre
the state, congressional and senator- matio death of General Count Mareku-c- l
ial candidates for the regulars.
Nogi, the soldier hero of Japan,
and that of his wife, the Countess
IN
CANADA.
BRITISH BISHOPS
Nogi, who yesterday, colncldentally
London, Sept. 14. The bishops ot
with the departure from the capital
number
a
Edinburgh, accompanied by
of Church of England clergy, were of the body of the late emperor, Mut
for its final resting place at
among the passengers sailing today suhito,
the
are MJonoyama,. committed suicide,
for Quebec. The churchmen
bound on. a special mission in aid of general by slashing his throat with a
church development in the western sword and the countess by harikari,
Is regarded by the great soldiers of
provinces of Canada.
,
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Seldom Suec
in
Pleasing
Everybody
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CITY EDITION

14, 1912,

UPON JAPANESE

WHO DO NOT DECLARE ADDITIONAL NATIONAL GUARDS
MEN ARE ORDERED TO
FOR MR. TAFT WILL BE
THE SCENE.
ASKED TO RESIGN.

CAMPBELL

TELEGRAPH BERVICE

WGIII

THOSE

Campbell to Get Busy.
Chicago, Sept. 14. David W. Mul:
vane of Kansas, director of the repub.
lican campaign in the west, today announced that Congressman Phillip P.
It
of the
Campbell of Kansas, will follow Govinto Sonfrom Juarez only were-seernor Hiram W. Johnson of Califor
ora along the Arizona border to the nia in several of the middle western
west on absolute orders from Mexico states and attack the progressive vice
City following demands from Wash presidential candidate's arguments re
ington that American mining inter- garding the republican,, national con
ests and American lives must be pro- vention.

ery
and a boy remain

Pa?

f

0n

EXOLUesiVO AGOOOIATED

GOES

i

i

U

'I' 'I'H' 't

SANIES

:

tic duty.

patrio-
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But the nation, being in the deepest
mourning and the new emperor, be-Int- fnrr'.Ad Itttn pclltlnn .1V Hlfi death
of his father, It is impossible to con
fer the usual posthumous honors and,
consequently General Nogi officially
is not dead. The count last Thursday, prior to attending the funeral
of the emperor, summoned a photo
grapher to his home In Akasaki, a
suburb of Tokio, and in the garden
of his residence posed, with his wife
while their picture was being taken.
Letters left by General Nogl, it Is un
derstood, explain hia deed and ah
contain an apology to Prince Arthur
of Connaught, the special ambassador
of GreUt Britain at the imperial fun
eral, to whom the Japanese soldier
was especially" attached. No messages
of condolence in connection with the
suicide of the count and countess will
be sent for several days.
Emperor
Yoshihito today expressed the wish
that none of the plans of the special
Philan
foreign envoys be changed.
der C. Knox, the special American
ambassador, and his suite will visit
Nikko this afternoon for sightseeing
among the temples and mortuary
shrines there. Mr. Knox will return
He will be
to th caDital Sunday.
audience
by the
farewell
in
received
at
luncheon
a
attend
will
and
emperor
the palace Monday.
No Official Condolences
conWashington, Sept. 14. Official
and
Count
of
dolences on the deata
Countess Nogl probably will not be
transmitted to Japan by the United
States. State department officials
believe that as ln the estimation of
the Japanese the suicide was heroic
and in conformity with ancient cus
tom, condolences might be in bad

taste.

'.

MURDERERS

;

OF JUDGE

c.iiTi;iCEsr.:ES
SIDNA ALLEN 18 RUN DOWN AND
OFFICERS ARE AFTER WES.
'
LEY EDWARDS
Des Moines, la., Sept. 14. Sidney
Allen, leaer of the HUlsville, Va., Al
len gang, and Wesley Edwards, mem
ber ot the gang, were arrested here
today, according to detectives from
Roanoke, Va. The man believed to be
Sidna Allen was captured in a house
at Eleventh and Locust streets, and
Wesley was' arrested while working
with a paving gang.
When Sidna Allen was found in the
rooming house, the officers ordered
him to surrender. As he did so, ac
cording to the detectives, he said:
"I guess you've got me now."
Maud Irola of Mount Ay re, Va.,
sweetheart of Edwards, was nonchal
ant about the capture.
"I loved Wesley Edwards," she
said. "When I left Mount Ayre I did
not think any one would know that
was going to him. He was always
kind to me and we were to have been
married soon. I did not know that
Sidna Allen was nere, but I recognized him when the officers went into
the house and arrested him. It is aw
ful, but I can't help it."
The arrests were made hy W. G.
detec
Baldwin, and . O. Monday,
tives from Roanoke who trailed the
1

G--

pair through letters written hy Wesley Edwards to Maude Iroler, a Virginia girl who is said to have come
here today to marry Edwards. ,
The detectives arrived on the same
train with the girl and Immediately
located Sidna Allen by following her
to the home of John Cameron ,;' at
:
Eleventh and Locust streets, where
Allen and Edwards were rooming.
After capturing Sidna Allen, the de
tectives-startefor the western sec
tion of the city after Edwards. The
latter had not been arrested at 2

SAYS

OOSEVELT

"I

DID

IT"

I

NEVADA
PROGRESSIVE CANDIDATE TAKES
'
CREDIT FOR RECLAMATION WORK.

fell

II U

I

"IT WAS

lJi.

I
WHO PASSED
FOOD LAW" HE ASSERTS.

SCEI1IMAGES

PUKE.

CE0W1

WITH

WAY
HIS
THROUGH
PLOWS
THRONG ON WAY TO HIS
AUTOMOBILE.
14. Before a
Reno, Nev.j Sept.
large crowd in the city park here today Colonel Roosevelt made his ap.
peal in Nevada for the progressive-partyHe said that the progressiva
party stood for the extension of Irrigation projects, ln which Nevada Is
especially interested, and asserted
that it was through his efforts that
both the irrigation law and the pure-food

law were passed.
When Colonel Roosevelt arrived la
Reno he was greeted by crowds that
blocked the streets. The colonel
6e-ca-

separated from his escort In
the jam, and was obliged to make tla '
own way to his automobile. He wefat
at It like a football player, anij. after a few minutes of scrimmaging,
before the
reached his automobile
rest of his party.
"When I became president, eaicf
Colonel Roosevelt, "I found that therei
Had been agitation for a number of
years, for a national reclamation act
and forNa national pure food law. It
if a'-Jtr ev"
la nl5-a chance of passing either law until 1
took hold of them as president, although there had been valiant workdone for both the laws, both insideand outside of congress,
"The reason I took so great an interest in the reclamation law was
that I had lived in the west and knew
its needs. It was about time that
you had a president who knew a dryr
farm from an Irrigation ditch. I had,
made up my mind that it was time for
the national government to take hold
and help the. settler to get water and
make his home. I would like you to
remember what it has meant for this
state."
Colonel Roosevelt spoke n favor of
repeal of the Canadian reciprocity act,
and attacked the policy of both the
republican and democratic parties la
regard to the tariff. ; He repeated hi
charge that the republican bosses
had "scuttled the ship," and said he
had warned them that If they stole
the republican nomination he would
have a good deal to say.

AMDS
SERIOUS

GET INTO A

DlSMEEffflT

BURLINGTON AND NORTHWESTERN UNABLE TO ARRANGE
FOR NEW CUT-OFCheyenne, Wyo., Sept. 14.

No offi

cial information ds given here regard- iniha iitnnnlnff ff T7rtrk m thA fllir
llngton track this side c Powder Riv
er when only eight miles more rermla
to be built to connect it with tut
Northwestern and thus complete "ae
line for the running of
trains from the Gulf to the
Sound. It is affirmed that there Is a.
o'clock.'
misunderstanding between the Northwestern and Burlington regarding tha.
use of the former's tracks for about
AMERICANS WIN TROPHY.
Ottawa, Ont., Sept. 14. The Amert 10 miles. Work has been discontincan team won the Palma trophy re- ued by the Burlington until spring
presenting the military rifle champion- and it Is stated that at that time the
ship of the world here today. The Ca- company will build Its own track-andmake no use of the Northwester!,
nadian team won. the first match. At
,
the 800 yard range the Canadians for Its trains.
made 593 points and the team from
RESIGNATION IS ACCEPTED:
the United States designated as the
590
American team,
Washlngton, Sept. 14. Robert
points. The
Americans won in the 900 yard con- Valentine, former commissioner of
test, 571 to 761, The American teair Indian affairs who quit his office
Palma trophy by eight
the progressive party, received!
won, the
olnts. Score: Americans, 1,720; Cana- today from President Taft a telebroke tht graphic acceptance of his resignation,
dians, 1,712.
world's rifle shooting record
today from President Taft a telecrap.
d

trans-continent-

to-Joi-

Both-team-

.
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-
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Beautiful Effects in

KID GLOVES

The new Trimmings are especially
attractive and desirable this

I

r.7

fa

season.
M

Wide heavy bandings of rich
original designs are very popular

.',

a

w

'

y,

LJl ill

as are also fancy Braids and Fringe
effects.'
Our assortment

before , embracing

the

ft;''!

These prices for Monday,
day and Wednesday only
8-

-4

Bleached Sheeting, per yd.. 20c

9-

-4

Bleached Sheeting, per yd.. 22c

Muslin
..

20x45

per yd.24c

Sheeting,

..

....

IP

W

Ml

garments.
We are showing, exclusively, the popular

bleached Turkish Towel,

worth

.22

Cotton Blanket grey or tan

10-- 4

worth 75c..

I:

extra heavy cotton Blanket

10-- 4

grey,

tan

on

white,

Iff hi

WW

'If

which are sure to please you.
,

These garments possess all the little style tendencies so ne
cessary to the PERFECT garment, are well made, perfect fitting
and retain their stylish lines to the last.

worth

12.00

CAGE HA TS

"WOOLTEX" AND" PRINTZESS" GARMENTS

.60

',

The new season's styles In millinery are in keeping with the season's .best styles in other lines nsw shapes and color combinations
with new ideas in trimming makes the Fall Btyles unusually pretty and
desirable.
Our Una is the most.Yaried we have ever shown including the best
styles from the lairge fashion centers. In this line Is a splendid showing of the unequaled

ready-to-we- ar

(;

SOo

Exquisite Styles in Autumn Millinery For
Women, Misses and Children

Neither have we ever shown such an excellent variety of
distinct indivihigh class garments Every garment has that
and
possesses an
duality so much desired by careful dressers
seldom acquired in
of
exclusiyeness and originality style

$1 .00

.

in 16 Button length is a decided
favorite at $3.00 per pair.
The "Monarch"' two clasp
glove, in black only, is the most
comfortable and serviceable
glove made at $2. 25.
What ever your glove needs
may be, we can satisfactorily
supply them.

SUITS, COATS AND DEESSES

Lonsdale or Fruit of the

,

J

r

lso

Try them on

models in desirable footwear fob women and

TODAY.

Fascinating Effects In Silk and Wool

EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED FOR TWO FULL SEASONS WEAR

fall

In our Eskay, Monarch and
Derby gloves we offer a line
unequalled in fit, quality and
style,
Black, White and colors in
Ion or short lengths at varied

LAMBSKIN GLOVE

Never have the new season's styles been made beautiful and
such exquisite taste In designing, nor higher
attractive-nev- er
skill in tailoring than is found in the 1912 Fall line of

Tues-

Of Highest Qualify

prices.
The popular, white

.4

For Women, Misses and Children

Domestic Specials

Loom

1

WEAR NQ APPAREL

Ifl

newest,

;

10 yds.

1

OF NEW AND BEAUTIFUL

most popular Ideas of the season.

Bleached

yyyi

;

In this line Is

lairger and more varied than ever

10- - 4

y

T

Autumn Trimmings

Fabrics

Let us show you these desirable garments

cbiloien;';
For the Fall and Winter Seasons extremely high shoes are strong favorites, 16 and 29 button lengths having the preference. These come In
white, tan and black in a variety of styles.'

The new dress fabricsi both Silk and Wool, possess all the beauty,
charm and individuality that could be desired.
New and original weaves, attractive in design, together with the
more staple weaves, such as Serges, Suitings, Poplins, Batistes, etc.,
offer an excellent variety from which to choose.
e
Whipcord is a prime favorite and comes in a variety of
color combinations.
In Silks, plain and brocaded Charmeuse,
Bengaline and
e
striped and figured effects are leading.

Laa VGaaLoadinStoro

BuHter Brown

60071

Shoes for boys and felrls are the most comfortable nd serviceable.
We now have a complete line of these popular shoes
including a variety
of styles at 65c to $3.50.

Established

Two-ton-

South. SidaPLajja

1862

two-ton- e

two-ton-

I

0iTTLE

TO DEATH

BETWEEN TWO
IATIVES

also a fugitive from justice from
Roswell, being wanted here for alleged violation of the Edmunds act. He
now faces the worse charge of assassination, but it is thought that his
capture will not be easily effected, as
he is said to" have relatives living
in the mountains of Lincoln county
who would aid In hie escape.
MICHIGAN

SALVESTINO VEJiLL IS KILLED
BY AGANADO LUCERO
'
NEAR ROSWELL.
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 14. Mexican
wood haulers from Lincoln county
brtng the details of another murder
in which Aganada Lucerno, aged 28,
and Salvestlno Vejill, aged 35 years,

are said to have participated. Both
are former well known native residents of Roswell.: Vejill Is reported
dead and Lucerno is soid to be a
fugitive in the mountains.
The difficulty arose Saturday at a
daylight drunken dance (baile) at Los
Palos and Vejill is said to have precipitated the trouble by severely stabbing Lucero across the left arm two
times, when the injured man went to
his home and secured his Winchester
rifle of large caliber, it is said, and
laid In wait behind a log and wnen
his assailant came aiong he opened
fire in frig attempt to assassinate Ve
Jill, firing six times in succession,
three taking effect, ono plowing
through the body above the hips, one
taking effect in the thigh and the
third shooting Vejill's hanc off. Lu
cerno immediately made his escape
to the fastness of tne mountains and
posses of officers and deputies are in
pursuit Both men are said to have
served terms In the New Mexico penitentiary for horse stealing.
Word comes from Los Palos that
Vejill died last night.
No cause is given for the quarrel
by the men outside of starting a gen
eral drunken brawl.
Vejill was well known In Koswell
as a Mexican cow puncher and expert
broncho buster. His aunt, Mrs.
Vejill, a highly esteemed native resident in Chihuahua addition to
Roswell, Is prostrated by the news.
Lucerno was at one time an employe of one of the best known general mercantile establishments of Roswell and later developed a very bad
reputation and was known locally as
a bad liombre. At , this time he is

STATE

fore.
ILLINOIS TOWN TO CELEBRATE,
Edwardsville, 111.,
Sept. 14. The
elaborate preparations for Madison

celebration were
completed today. Special services In
all of the local churches will usher
in the celebration tomorrow. The ex
ercises and festivities will continue
an entire week. The big features of
the program will be an historical 'pag
eant depicting events in the early
history of this section, and the unveil
ing of a monument to commemorate
the one hundredth anniversary of the
establishment of the first county
court In Edwardsville, which event
also marked the inauguration of rep
resentative government in Illinois.
county's centenial

PRESIDENT TAFT'S BIRTHDAY,
Beverly, Mass., Sept. 14. President
Taft wjll be 55 years old tomorrow,
and already congratulations are being
received on that event. He was born
in Cincinnati, September 15, 1857. So
far as is known now Mr. Taft has no
engagements for the coming week that
will take him away from his summer
home at Burgess Point.

reads TS

LOSES HERD OF
CATTLE

FAIR.

Detroit, Mich., Sept. 14. On the
eve of the opening of the Michigan
state fair, which will begin a two
weeks' business here Monday, all indications are that it will be far better than any of its predecessors. During the last week, and particularly
the last three days, exhibits of many
kinds have been arriving and the
fair grounds present a lively appearance.
The live stock, agricultural,
machinery, manufacturing and other
departments "will be well filled. New
features will Include a motor show,
a demonstration of good roads construction and an exhibit illustrating
the progress of agr'cultural education. The Grand Circuit horse races
five days in the week have an entry
list larger than was ever known be

Everybody

ALBUQUEKQUEAN

Optic.

REBELS FROM OLD MEXICO MAKE
TROUBLE FOR THOMAS
DAVY

Albuquerque,

N. M.,

Sept

14.

De-

in Mexico
claring that conditions
were in a state of chaos, and that the
only possible chance of restoring order would be for the United States
to Intervene, Mr. Thomas Davy of 221
East Hazeldlne avenue, returned to
this city yesterday, none the better
from a two months' trip to the interior of Mexico on a business mission.
Asked if it were true that American
Uvea were in Immediate danger in
Mexico Mr. Davy declared that reports
sent out 'by newspaper representatives
were greatly exaggerated and that to
his
mind American citizens were
treated with the utmost respect
"While ft is true that American prop
erties are pillaged very often by
bands of rebels, nevertheless one seldom hears of any Americans being
killed," he said. Asked if he had had
any personal experiences, Mr. Davy
declared that he had only one and
that wag somewhat of an expensive
one. "At a place called Arizpe, in the
state of Sonora," he said, "I purchased some 500 head of cattle to be
brought to the United States. About
half way between Arizpe and Naco,
Arizona, which was my destination, I
was held up by a band of rebels and
forced to turn over 250 head of cattle,
the reason" for which I afterward
learned was .because the man from
whom I bought them was on unfriendly terms with General Orozeo. I of
fered no resistance whatever because
I knew it was useless. Upon reaching
Naco, Ariz., I was forced to turn back
into Mexico the remainder of the cattle I had left, by United States au
thorities because ticks were found on

in crushing the re
ing any head
volution, and that General Orozeo together with Ocompo and Rojas were
taking determined stands whenever
engaged in combat with federals.

FIVE INDICTMENTS RETURNED
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 14. The
grand jury has returned five indictments and three no bills. One indictment was vs. Jose Montoya, Jr., who
pleaded guilty to breaking and entering a house. Judge Abbott sentenced
him to not less than two nor more
than three years in the reform school
O. E. McClaln indicted on two counts,
forgery and forged order for money.
He entered' a plea of not guilty. On
his statement he had no money to
employ a lawyer and court appointed
Judge Baker of Clovis to defend him.
The forgery; charge will be heard Sep-

tember

16.

"As a business man and citizen Air.
Jaffa will poll a heavy vote in eastern New Mexico regardless of the
'
politics of the voter," declared Mr.
Baumer
"Mr. Jaffa was
this
morning,
DEMOCRATIC
once elected a county commissioner
of Chaves county, only two other republicans having ever been elected to
office in that county. He is equally
well known in Eddy county and will
come out of the valley with a big
ROSWELL DELEGATE TO STATE
vote."

AFFA

WILL GET

VOTES

CONVENTION LOOKS
VICTORY

Albuquerque,

N. M., Sept. 14.

nlhering.

s,

for the visitors. After the exchange
of greetings the delegates will : adjourn to convention hall for the first
of the business sessions of the sovereign grand lodge.
The drill contests of the Patriarchs
MiEtant will take place daily on the
university grounds. The parade oa
Wednesday afternoon and the military
ball on Wednesday
evening are prin- clpal features of the week's progran

i

$100,000.00

0
--

:

'

ODD FELLOWS' GATHERING
Winnipeg, Man., Sep. 14. Members
of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows from all parts of the continent,
together with many representatives
of the women's auxiliary, the Rebe-kahgathered in Winnipeg today for
the annual communication of the sovereign grand lodge, which will be
opened on. Monday.
It is estimated that) by Monday 50,- -

CAPITAL PAID IN

trial September 18.
There were no true bills in the cases of leyes Naranjo, Meyer Slmona- vich and Acaeio Jiron, and they were

CENTRAL VEREIN CONVENTION
Toledo, O., Sept. 14. Many delegates are arriving in Toledo for the
national convention of the Central
Verein of America, which is to assemble here tomorrow for a session
of several days. The Central Verein
is one of the principal lay organizations of the Roman Catholic church In
this country. The principal officers
are: president,. Joseph Frey f New
York; first vice president, Fred W;
Immekus of Pennsylvania; second
only two of them." Mr. Davy declared vice president, Michael F. Girt en of
that sizing the situation up from a Illinois; secretary, F. J, Deckendorff
disinterested standpoint he mld not of Wisconsin, and treasurer, August
Bee where" President Madero was mak Muething of Kentucky.

Na-

than Jaffa, nominated Thursday by
the repubuican state convention as
candidate tor congress, will poll a
heavy democratic vote in the Pecos
valley district, according to Otto
Baumer of Roswell, a fire insurance
man of that city and delegate to the

Andrea Garcia was Indicted for as- republican
sault with a deadly weapon. He entered plea of not guilty and the case
was set for September 19. Albino
for assault
Gonzales, also indicted
with deadly weapon, will appear foi

discharged.
' Mrs; Prancisca Rodriguez de Atkinson, withdrew the plea of not guilty
and was given a suspended sentence
of six months to one year in the penitentiary, she to pay the costs.'
In the civil case of James Rose vs.
Maximo Martinez,
for professional
services, the Jury was drawn but wat
discharged on the discovery some of
the pleadings needed amendment.

FOR

000 members of the
fraternity will
be in the city. Today the Odd Fellows and the visiting ladies were
given an excursion on the Red River.
Tomorrow
special services for the
visitors will be held in Grace church.
The official welcome will take place
Monday morning in the Central Congregational church. Greetings will
be extended by Sir Redmond Roblin,
premier of Manitoba; Mayor Wauga
of Winnipeg and others.' Grand Sire
Cockrum of Indianapolis, Will respond

J. M. Cunningham,

Frank Springer,

v

.....

i;

President

TnTT-Qy W. X

Jf7TiJ

v

,

f) D-

-

T- -

Hoskins, Cashier.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vojjas Sfxvins Bank
Capital Stock, $3Q,000.00
Office with the San Miguel

Win. G. Haydon
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

Interest Paid

National Bank

President
President
Treasurer

Vice

on Deposis

L.S

Hfl COOPS
are arriving Dally.
We are proud to say, we
have the most
line of Ladies' and Misses'
Dresses," Coats, Skirts and
Tailored Suits.
Up-to-da-

TO

4LL

SUIT

Call and See Them
See us for anything else

that's

NEW and
We Have It. .''" T

fcrl!i

iffoao &

The Popular Price

Store

,;

pattern:

.

PESXE HAM 194
STANDING

OF THE CLUBS
National League "
Won Lost Pet.

New York

...94

40

83

50
53
68

Chicago
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
Philadelphia

81-

-

68
63
56
50
41

.701
.624
.605
.500
.474

70
79
84
92

. .

'' American

Boston
Philadelphia
Washington

-

.415
.373
.308

'

Chicago-

-

Detroit

Cleveland'...
New York
St. Louis

48
46

86

.358
.346

88

Western League
Lost

Pet.

84

59
64

.596
.568

..'........81

'66

75
72

67
77

..68
69

75
78

....48

98

.551
.528
.484
.475
.469
.329

Won

-

...

Denver ..
Omaha
St. Joseph

"

his- studief4B the architectural de- parment of the University of Illinois.
Bias Sanchez of Wagon
Mound,
cam in yesterday afternoon from Albuquerque where he had been in atLeague
tendance at thai state republican conWon Lost Pet. vention as a delegate
from Mora
96
38
.716 county.
,,
; 81
54
.600 ',,W. C;; Black;
superintendent of the
SI
56
.591 western division of the Postal Tele-S- i
C5 "'"
69
.485
aph company, was in Las Vegas last
63
74
.460 evening and this
morning on business.
60
75
.445 He left this afternoon on
fain No.

St. Louis

Brooklyn
Boston ,

D. E. Murray of El Paso was in Las
Vegas today on business.
Mrs! Edward C. Ward has returned
from a tr!; to Nw York City.
Janus Ti H'j At last evening on
train No. 2 u a short trip to.JTrini- tlad.
Mrs. J." van' Houten of Raton is in
Las yoi.iii vioitlug her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Chris Wiesand,
.Y.rs, Saliie Douglas ot Los Angeles,
accompanied by her mother, Mrs. t.
A. Hume, left this afternoon for Kan
sas City,
C. C. Cumhaugh and Ray Whitseli
of La Ray, 111., cattlemen of that
state, were in Las Vegas today on
business.
.
X.'G. Edwards, representing the L
C. Smith Typewriter company with
headquarters in Denver, was in Las
Vegas today on business.
HarryHoskins came in last evening from, irinidad for a short visit
with-(hi,
wjfo .and child, who are
his father, D. T. Hoskins.
the druggist, will
Ip. G. 'Murphey,
leave tonight for St. Louis where he
will spend two weeks. He will attend
a convention pt Rexall druggists.
A. H. Lenhard, yfho has been in Las
Vegas Visiting his daughter,
H,iss
Ruth Lenhard, during the past month,
left this afternoon for his home In
EvansviHe, Ind.
jCeeilJtJouoher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C D. Boucher, left last night on train
No.. 2 for Champaign, III., to resume
.

for the NEWlDEX lflc

Agents

..87

Des Moines
Lincoln.
ioux City

Wichita
Topelta

'

ham, Miss Helen Cunningham,
Week of Fun

'

at the Catholic Bazaar
A week of first class entertainment
will be staged in the Duncan opera
bouse commencing Monday night by
the Catholic Ladies' Bazaar association. Vaudeville, a minstrel show, a
glee club, or some such amusement
will be provided for every evening in
the week and there will he something
doing every minute of the time. Dancing will be enjoyed nightly.
The bazaar will open Monday evening at 8:30 o'clock. On the opening
night will be staged a rollicking vaudeville show. Many amateurs of talent will appear on this occasion. Mr.
and Mrs. Jack McGreevy; the
circuit stars, will head tiie bill
with their famous skit, "The, Village
Fiddler and the Country Girl."
Tuesday evening the New Mexico
Normal University orchestra will play,
this concert being the opening number of the evening's entertainment-- .
Mrs. Tillie Reed will dance the Highland Fling on this evening and 16
children will give a colonial dance.
A number of beautiful musical numbers are on the program for Wednesday evening.
The minstrel show, which should
be a hit, is scheduled for Thursday
pulled off toy the "Dockstaders" has
pulled off" by the "Dockstaders" has
not been revealed, but that the public
will jrA its money's worth is a cer

tainty.
On Friday night the glee club of the
New Mexico Normal University, which
is known as one of the best school
musical organizations in the state, will
give a concert.' In addition to this
1 for El rasa
Mrs. Tillie Reed will give a Spanish
W. R. Brown, Santa Fe division dance and Miss Gladys Trainer will
freight--anpassenger agents with sing.
The lid will be off on Saturday
headquarters in El Paso, passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon en night. There are no entertainments
route from thevPass City to Denver. scheduled for this night and the enHa was accompanied by Mrs. Brown. tire evening will be devoted to inforA. F. Osborne, accompanied by his mal
jollifications.
wife, daughter and son, passed
On Wednesday afternoon will be
through Las Vegas this morning In an held a
euchre party. Elaautomobile en route from their home borate plans for this event have been
In Augusta, 111., to Los Angeles. They
made, apd its success is assured. Satmade
CUey-- !
by the way
urday afternoon ' will be ' dhila''ren'si
1
t
enne,' "Wyo.
day, when the kiddies will have free
Mrs. J. H. Majors, daughter of C.
swing at the bazaar.
N, ' BlackwelLi president of the First
The opera house has been beautiful-lNational bank of Raton, was expected
decorated for the week'B jollities
'
in from Che Gate City this afternoon
and everything is in readiness for the
on train No.j
She will visit at the
have
opening night. Nine booths
home of Mx' and Mrs. Hallett Raybeen
hall.
installed
around
These
the
'
:
nolds.
f, t,
are all appropriately arranged and deMrs. Baker-Scottwho has been recorated.
The Las Vegas council of
siding on her claim near Levy for the
of Columbus and the Las
Knights
some time, was here today.
Mrs.
Vegas lodge of the B. P. O. Elka have
Scott said she and her husband, a
been assigned booths at the bazaar.
Santa Fe employe, would reside in
There is a smoking booth, which
Albuquerque this winter, her physi- should make a hit with the men. One
cian having advised her to seek a
stall is devoted to the fishing pond.
lower altitude.
There will be a Spanish booth, an
State Senator John S. Clark, Her- ice cream
booth, and a country store
bert W. Clark, recently elected chairand Jostofnce. "Little Egypt," the
man of the republican state central
famous fortune teller, will be present
committee, State Senator Louis C. at the bazaar.
'
llfeld and National Committeeman
A complete program of the week
Charles A. Spless were among
the follows:
Las Vegans who returned last night
Monday Night
on train No. .2 from Albuquerque,
Overture Orchestra.
where ttiey had been in attendance
Vocal Solo Miss Glladys Trainer.
at the state republican convention.
Miss May Ross.
Chrales O'Malley, vice president of Reading
Duet (Misses Lucy Clement and Mathe State Firemen's association; P. D.
rie Clement. McElroy,
president of the associa"The
Village Fiddler and the Country
tion; 'William Wood, treasurer; C, H.
Girl"
The McGreevys.
vV.
vice
Bally,
president, and Ludwig
Tuesday Night
llfeld left last night on train No. 7
Orfor Santa Fe to attend the annual New Mexico Normal University
chestra.
meeting of the fire fighters today.
Mr. O'Malley will represent the East Highland Fling Mrs. Tillie Reed.
side department and Ludwig W. Ilfeid Colonial Dance Sixteen Children.
will represent the E. Romero Hose
Wednesday Night
Vocal Solo J. C. Baker.
and Fire company.
Vocal Solo Edna Gerard.
Duet Miss Liva Llchty and Leon Guy
Thursday Night
i

d

y

League.

Boston, Sept. 14.

First game:
K.H.K.

Boston
St. Louis

........

2

7

2

Z

8

0

Batteries: Dickson and Rariden;
Greainer and Wingo.
Laramie, Wyo., Sept. 14. More tha
R. H.

New York, Sept. 14.
New York
Chicago

Tesrau
Batteries:
Richie and Archer.

and

m.

5

7

0

:..0

3

1

Wilson;

American League
Cleveland, Sept. 14. First game:

R.H.E.
T

Cleveland

Philadelphia
Batteries:

Steen

9 13
3 11

and

1

3

Carlsch;

Coombs, Houck and Lapp.
P. M. Jewitt, accompanied by his
wife, son and father, Edward Jewitt,
passed through Las Vegas this morning in an automobile on the return
from Dertoi.t Mich., to their home
in Phoenix, Ariz. They made the
trip east by the southern route and
north through St. Louis, returning
over the Santa; Fe trail. They had
traveled 8,000 miles up to their

rival here.
Read The Optic

,

,

'

;

Minstrel..

A AOi

j

;

,
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Friday! Night
New Mexico Normal University Glee
Club.
Spanish Dance Mrs. Tillie Reed.
Vocal Solo Miss Gladys Tariner.
........

4
Mr. and

COLONIST TICKET Swill be on sale to all points in California also the Northwest on September 25th, to October 10th.
inc., 1912, good for stop overs at varios points.
FAEE TO CALIFCSNIA POINTS S3D.C3 .

For further information apply at the ticket office or see me.

D. L. BATCIIELOR, Agent.

FIVE

14, 1912.

Fortnightly Club
Entertains Spring Chickens.
of the Fortnightly
The members
ast Tuesday
clupb gave a dance
evening In the Armory complimentary
to the members ot the Spring Chicken club and their ladies. Eighteen
couples were present, and a jolly
time was enjoyed by all. Those
present were Miss Louise Cunning-

1

TODAY'S BASEBALL.
National

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

PERSONALS

FOi? FyiLL afl WINTER

PRICES

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

Mr.

Raynolds

Give a Bridge Party.
Mrs. Edward Sporleder of Tucson,
who was visiting at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Hallett Raynolds during this
week, was the gues of honor, at a
bridge whist party g'iven Wednesday
E. D. Rayevening by Mr. and
nolds. The prizes were won by Mrs.
H. E. Hoke and Dr. C. S. Losey. Mrs.
Sporleder was t, presented with the
guest's prize. Th9 guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. E.
Sporleder, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Hoke,
Miss Ethel Hoke of Hanover, Penn.,
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Leahy, Dr. and
Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
McWenie and Mrs. H. W. Clark.

Ladies' Bazaar, Monday
Duncan
Evening' September 16 in the
Opera House

On (he Opening of the Catholic

Miss

Emma Tamme, Miss Mary Tipton,
Miss
Lorna Johnson, Miss Aud:
rey Burns, Miss Reglna Stern, MlsS
Marie Clement, Miss Frances Myers,
Miss Marie Mann, MIbs Clara Rob
bins, Miss Marguerite Rudulph, Miss
Rachael Ward, Miss Marguerite Clux-toMr. and Mrs. Charles W. G.
Ward, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Witten, Mr.
and Mrs. R. F. Johnson, Will Tipton,
Mrs. Sporleder Is
Orrin Blood, Cecil Boucher, Don
Guest of Honor.,
Hart, Leo Tipton, Relf Wingo, Lee
Mrs. C. S. Losey and Mrs. B. J. Gerard, Walter Burns,
Harry Loren- McWenie were hostesses Wednesday zen, Dorset Toleman,. Emile Clement,
afternoon at the Losey "residence on Frank Ettinger, Nelson Robblns, WalFifth street at the first of series of ter Randolph, H. F. Tilten F. R. Pereuchre parties. The af- ry and Colbert C. Root.
,,. r
fair, which was a large and beautiful
f
one, was given complimentary to Mrs. Mrs. Leahy Hostess
lidward Sporleder of Tucson, Ariz., for Mrs. Sporleder..
r ....
whj was in Las Vegas this week, the
Mrs. David J. Leahy entertained at
guest of Mrs. Hallett Raynolds. The cards Tuesday afternoon complimentprizes of the afternoon were won by ary to Mrs. Edward Sporleder of TucMrs. Herman llfeld and Mrs. B. T. son, Ariz. The prizes of the afterMills, Mrs. llfeld carrying off the noon were won by Mrs. Ackers, who
first honors and Mrs. Mills the
carried off the first honors, and Mrs
E. D. Raynolds, who was awarded tbe
prize.
Those who enjoyed the hospitality consolation. Mrs.
Sporleder was preof Mrs. Losey and Mrs. McWenie sented with the guest's prize. Mrs.
were Mrs. Akers, Mrs. J. Fred Anton, Leahy's guests were Mrs. Sporleder,
Mrs. J. A. Baca, Mrs. C. H. Baily, Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs.- - E. D.
Mrs. C. D. Boucher, Mrs. F. O. Blood, Raynolds, Mrs. J. Fred Anton, Mrs.
Mrs. M. Bendix, Mrs. Carlos Dunn F. R. Lord, Mrs. Ackers, Mrs. H. E.
of Taos, Mrs. Jake Bloch of Kansas Hoke, Mrs. W. E. Kaser, Mrs. W. E.
CityMrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. J. S. Gortner, Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs. ti.
Duncan, Jr., Mrs. Perry Earickson, Strlckfaden, Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs.
Mrs. George A. Fleming, Mrs. H. K A. A. Jones, Mrs. R. E. Wingo, Mrs.
Fell of Raton, Mrg. H. W. Goelltz, Frank Manzanares, Miss Ethel Hoke,
Mrs. W. E. Gortner, Mrs. J. Gibson, Miss Mary Tipton and Miss Mary
Mrs. H. E. Hoke, Mrs. George ri. Davis. .
Hunker, Mrs. Herman llfeld, Mrs. Ar0 V V
thur Ilfeid, Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs.
Miss Madeline Mills, daughter of
E. E. Johnson, Mrs. A. A, Jones,
and Mrs. William J.
Mrs. W. E. Kaser, Mrs. F. M. Lyon, Mills, entertained a few friends
last
Mrs. D. J, Leahy, Mrs. E. S. Lewis,
evening at a dinner complimentary to
Mrs. F. R. Lord, Mrs. W. J. Lue.-.Miss Alice Coors, who will leave the
Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs B. T. Mills,
early part of next week for Eawrence,
Mrs W. P. Mills, Mrs. Roy Prentis,' Kan., where she will enter Kansas
Mrs, Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. E. D.
university.
d

;

Mr; and 'Mrs. Jack McGreevy
In a Clever Vaudeville Stunt

"THE VILLAGE FIDDLER

Fill

OTHER SPECIALTIES,

GISL"

AND THE COUNTRY

IlLlfEISO

DAEE

COLONIAL

BY SIXTEEN

Dancing From 9:30 O'clock Until You
a
Hi.- --

admission,

.",

..

"

!i.M

first night only, 25 cents. other
;;.;Whts, ten cents
'

n

SEE
fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
This

,

i

s,

Raynolds, Mrs. Ceclllo Rosenwald,
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., Mrs. Emile
Rudolph, Mrs. E.tR. Ruseell, Mrs C.
H. Schlrmer, Mrs. W. H. Stapp, Mrs.
W. B. Stapp, Mrs. O. O. Schaefer, Mrs.
Charles A. Spiless, Mrs. Ed Sporledsr,
Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mrs. B. Strickfad- en, Mrs. Charles Trumbull, Mrs. H.
S. Van Petten, Mrs. Harriett Van
Petten, Mrs. Robert :Vasse, Mrs. F. J .
Wesher, Mrs. ,Cliarh3s W. G. Ward,
ftrrs. p. Manzanares, Mrs. J. H. York
Mrs. Hertert W. Clark. Miss MildrAd
Miss 'Mary Dauraj MJss
Browne,
Louise Daum, Miss Mary Davis, Miss
Hannah Friedman, Miss Ethel Hobo
of Hanover. Penn., and Miss Martha
Reed.

4

4

Woodmen Plan
Series of Entertainments
Oa Friday the thirteenth the Modern Woodmen met. It was decided
that instead ,of holding
a business
meeting on the fourth Friday o( this
month, the twentrseventh, a social
meeting would be held instead. This
to be a basket social similar to
tha
large one held about four months ago.
wnen an attendance of 70 was
present
The Modern Woodmen
expect to entertain to a great extent this
coming
winter and this being the first of the
series, a large attendance is expected
as Invitations will be Issued to
Royal
Neighbors and also to. the friends of
both organizations.
It will ibe held in
the hall on Sixth street. Committees
will be appointed and start to work
in the next few days, so that
those
attending will be insured an excellent
time, possibly even better than the
last. Before the close of the
meeting
Consul Chris Clay offered
his re-

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, SIS.OO

We purchased several carloads of this beantlfnl dinner-warnd oar
enabled tee manufacturer to give as aa exolaaive desfgra
largv
ana apurchase
very low price. We are charging part of the cost to "advertising
and
to
ot the actual oost ot the
pay a
only ask you
xpenge,"
"Cosmos" percentaRe
deslKn and cannot be doplioated In
Pf a beautiful
114 In any retail china store.
It is guaranteed by both
Suallty for less than
and ourselves.
There la a coupon In every sack of LARABEE'S Flour. 8i(l o five
3.90
in cash, draft,
or express money order, and we will
coupons and
end yoa one of these beautiful postal
sets by freight.
Address coupons and re
l&Ittanae to The China Department of the
Larabee Flour M ills Company,
gufrchlnson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The coupons in LABAEisE'S Flour are also good for Rogers' Bilrerwara
and other valuable premiums Ask for descriptive oircular.
GEt
EMPRESS, you know, Is that "Mighty-Good- "

"J

The teachers of the public schools
of Las Vegas were the guests of honor at a reception given last evening
by the faculty of the New Mexico
Normal University at the latter
school. Many were present! at the
which was an enjoyable one.

MAN-MILLE-

'

D

Flour that makes Baking

a Delis!;.

r,

The Ladles .'guild of St. Paul's Me-- ,
mortal Episcopal church will meet
Tuesday, afternoon at 2:30 o'cloca
with Mrs. W. G. Benjamin at her
home, 519 Washington avenue.
4
Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. G.
L. Swearngin entertained a number
of friends at Five Hundred at their

ALL, GROCERS
,,'.Mv,"

Trr a Sack You'll

H

to'

EXCURSIONS

10

FIGHT WITH

raw

"ill.--

PUEBLO COLO. $11.90

LEECH

Like it.

TRIP SUMMER

ICS'S ! ROUND

home 916 National avenue.

EDDIE

DENVER

SI.

LOUIS, MO.

COLORADO SPRINGS

$13.70

$15.50

$40.30

ST. PAUL, MINN. $45.30

DELL
FAST
MAY

BANTAMWEIGHT
BOUT
OCCUR
IN TRINIDAD
THIS MONTH

Trinidad, Colo., Sept 14. Having
been, unaW,e to bring about a match
between Benny Chavez, the local bantam crack, and Harry Dell,' the Pacific coaslj champion, the Santa Fe Athletic club is negotiationg for a go between Eddie Leech, champion of New
Mexico, and Dell for one, day during
signation for personal reasons and
Chathis was accepted. The worthy ad- the fair week, September
vez has absolutely refused so far to
viser, Mr. C. H. Stewart, succeeds to
to meet Dell, notwithstanding
the position for the remainder of the agree
there is a great demand for the go.
and
Mr.
H. E. White was elected
year
Dell seems to have incurred the disto fill out the remaining
period" as pleasure of the Trinidad boy by state...
worrjiy,, adviser.
ments made about the time of the
Attell
fight. From the ringside on
MrsGeorge L. (Swearngin was hostess afc the .regular session, of the Har- Labor day the coast boy challenged
the winner and was accepted. For
mony club Thursday afternoon which
was held at the Swearngin home on this reason many fans believe that
National avenue. A guessing contest Benny should take him up for a fight
furnished entertainment for the after- here, which would undoubtedly iprove
noon. The prize was won by Mrs. E. a great drawing card. Chavez and his
J. Scott.
Delicious
refreshments manager, George Joseph, seem reluctant to close up for the go, and the
hrgught the meeting to a close.
club matchmakers are looking for anMr. and Mrs.' Sig Nahm were host other opponent of the California lad,
and hostess at a reception Thursday who is touted as one of the classiest
afternoon, given at their home on boys in the game. He fought Monte
Douglas avenue, In celebration of the Attell a 5 round draw in San Francisco
confirmation of thir son, Henry Nahm, when the later was at hla best. Dell
which was observed at the New Year's has never fought in Trinidad.
service Thursday morning.
Eddie Leech should put up a splendid fight .with Deli, as he is a game,
Miss Jeanette Richley entertained clever boy, and capable of swapping
at a dinner Wednesday evening at blows with the best of them.
the Castenecla hotel in honor of Mrs.
If negotiations can be closed both
Ed Sporleder of Tucson, Ariz., who boys will do their training here from
was dn Las Vegas during this week now on until the mill is
pulled ofT bevisiting friends.
fore a crowded house of fair visitors.

1

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
. .
British Columbia.
1

Tickets on sale daily June 1st., to Sept. 30th., are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
October 31st., 1912.
,

Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
sale to many points in East.
NEW YORK, N. Y., VIA STANDARD LINES $75.30
VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES $72.30

24-2-

For further information call on or write.

D. L. BATCHELOR,

pT3i FIREMANS

oq
M I'

TOURNAMENT

SEPTEMBER 14th., 15th., 1912
Tickets on sale September nth., to i4th.. Inc.
Final return limit, September 17th.,

D.

L

BATCHELOR

Aent

1912

.

-

j
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STRAY TOPICS FROM
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VJXS.ZR. FLmT, Prop
N

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

Ave
Phone Main 447
416 Grand

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

girl.

Fred Bersinger, a private on leave
from the United States artillery corps
at Fort Totten, and a few of his
comrades, who were also on leave,
craving for some new excitement, decided to have a little masquerade.
Bersinger, who has a smooth face ana
rosy cheeks, was dressed up as a woman and then the whole party proceeded to North Beach, L. I., for-- gay
time. At one of the dance halls a
girl, more observant than others, penetrated the disguise of the young soldier boy and set up a yell which attracted general attention. After she
had explained that the g3rl sitting at
the same table with her was a man,
there was great indignation and the
whole crowd pounced upon the masquerading soldier. Had it not been
for the timely Interference of a police
man, the young man would have been,
severely dealt with. He" was arrested and taken before a magistrate who
fined him $10.

For the second time within a few
weeks a prisoner confined ;in the
Tombs made his escape f rom that
place of confinement. A few weeks
ago George Wltson, a dangerous house
breaker, made his escape after he had
knocked down a guard and taken
away the man's gun. The man who
escaped the other day was Reynolds
Fosbrey. a murderer, who availed

PETER P. MACKEL
'

She wished to hasten to her
father's bedside, but the family purse
was empty. After brooding a few days
over the situation, the girl, without
letting her mother into her plans, left
the house one morning, went on board
of a steamer bound for Porto Rico
and' secreted herself. Her presence
on board was not discovered until
after the steamer was well under way
and then a wireless message was sent
to the mother of the girl to relieve
her anxiiety for her missing daughter.
The brave girl will undoubtedly be
able to reach her sick father.

New York, Sept. 14 The vice-truInvestigation conducted In New York
City by the district attorney la slow
ly progressing and, although the trust
and its confederates in the police department are making the most desperate efforts to obstruct the work of the
investigators, a tremendous amount
of the most offensively malodorous
evidence has been dug up by the detectives employed by the district attorney. One thing has become clearwell
ly apparent, that the vice trust Is
organized and that the ramifications
of its influence reach far beyond the
police department. The situation is
appalling in the extreme and the citizens are awaiting the. result of the in.
vestigation with Intense interest

Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, li. MY

S

OLD NEW YORK

V V LITTLE

CLnrniLttuoi

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
- Old Town
Wert Sid Plasa

H. C. YOUNG

,

himself of a convenient ventilator
shaft to train freedom. After Witson's
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Lock and Ounsmith Bicycle and escape an investigation was made and
the experts entrusted with the inves
Geueral Repairifl?
ortigation stated that the1 changes
S20-6t- h
E. Las Vegas dered by them would make any fur
Street
ther escapes impossible, as all weak
snots had been eliminated. Evident
ly they overlooked one weak spot,
Automobile, Carriage &
while Fosbrey, with more acumen,
Now another indid not overlook.
vestigation is being made and there
seems to he evidence that the weak
N. 0. HERMAN
est spot in the Tombs !s the neglect
of duty by certain of the officials and
Grand Ave
429
Formal charges have alemployes.
A
ready been made against several
the employes and a general shake-ui3 expected in the near future.

4??fJ PAUiTtNO

p

PLAZA HOTEL
NEWLYiKElttODELED

The new directory for Manhattan
and the Bronx has been issued. It
contains 568,815 names and addresses, an increase over, last year
of 42,820 names. The increase would
indicate that the Boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx contain a rest

Private Baths and Lavatories

,

Stea.u Heat

NOTICE.

NOTICE

TO CREDITORS

Notice ig hereby given that Bias
Sanchez and Mrs., MasJmlana S. Ortega have been appointed administra
tors of the estate of the late Fran- clsco S. Ortega. All persons having
slaims against the estate will present them to the above named administrators. In all matters pertaining
to the estaate call on or address Bias
Sanchez, Wagon Mound, N. M.

-

BLAS SANCHEZ,
MAXIMIANA S. ORTEGA,

Court of the Fourth
Judicial District, in and for the
County of San Miguel, State of
I
"
New Mexico.
Columbia "Hughes Vaughan,
No.' 7440

vs.

Horace

G. Vaughan,

Defendant
To the above named defendant:
You will please take notice that an
action for divorce on the grounds of
has
abandonment and
fceen begun against you by the plain
tiff above named, and that the same
is now pending, and that unless you
nter your appearance therein on or
before Saturday, the 26th day of Oct-tober, 1912, judgment by default will
be taken against you.
and address of plaintiff's
; The nam
attorneys is Catron and Catron, Suite
6
Catron Block, Santa Fe, NeW Mexico.
rt

1--

Seal)

THE OPTIC

SHORT ORDERS AND
ALWAYS HAtiDLLU
GOODS OBTAI SABLE

THE BEST

:and:

Choir Loft

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

COLUMN

Cathechtem tor English speaking
hildren on Tuesday 4 p. m., and 00
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speakug children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
n Saturday at 9 a. m.
-

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
mass
lay excepted. Second
8:30,
sermon in English, hymns rendered
ay the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third maw
it 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Benediction
of the Blessed
Sacra
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital
tor the Insane mass every fourth
3unday by the pastor.
ROWS

FIRST
Corner
avenue.
Public

METHODIST'

EPISCOPAL.

1

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

..tairl

t

ADVER

fL

munication first and
Thursday in

-

FOR

NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
OF PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
every Monday ere
xjjv
v ning in Castle HsU

t

A. F. A
LOOQE NO.
A m. Rafui&r com-

CHAPMAN

jaator.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mass
it 10 a. m. Sunday school in English
ind Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
1: 30 p. in.
Rosary and benediction RATES
)f the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.

LORENZO DELGADO.
Clerk.

T. L. Parks, MuTrayvllle, Ga., Route
recent1, is in his 73rd year, and was bladder
and
ly cured of a bad kidney
He says himself: "I have
, trouble.
suffered with my kidneys. My back
acted and I was annoyed with bladder irregularities. I can truthfully
iy ,one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me entirely." They con-aino habit forming drugs. O. G.
Schaefer; and Red Cross Drug Co.
n

CAFE

AljUHD

(

N. O. Herman, W.
Secretary.

It:

VA Visiting Knights ar

vi

month. Visiting broth- -

luvltec
Llebsoa

R

Murray,
'

.4

Five

cents per 'line eacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LAS VEOAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2.
No ad to occupy lees space than two
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
T
lines. All advsrtls ments charoad
concUre tscm
Ma- will be booked at space actually set,
t
mosfth
each
in
day
D.
C.
without regard to number of words. socio Temple at 7;S0 p. tu.
Re
Cash In advance preferred.
Tsanme,
Cha.
C.;
Boucher,
corder.

..

Commander.
Harry
Martin, Keeper n
Records and Seal.

Reg-l41ul-

B.

a

,

ITnil

ill

y,

Exalted Ruler; D.W.Condon,

LAS VEOAS CHAPTER No. t, ROYAL
eonvoca- ARCH MAtONft-Rsf-Sla
Uoa flm Hoaoajr in eavo
msaU at Masoalo Tern-pi-s,
at T:M p. m. M. &
Wliliams, H. P.; F. O.

1 L,.X-iiirillll

I'MI'

Secretary.

ATTOKNEY8
HUNKER
Geo. H.

Blood, Secretary.

OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN L

Meets, second aid
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks Home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
P. 0. ELKS

V

HUNKER

Chester A.
Hunker
Attorney at Lv.

Vew M
Vestas.RANtFOltD CHAPTEX NO. t, O. E. Las
Saet first aad tiird Fridays In
CARD
LOCAL
Hasoata Tfenfla. Krs. T. K. Bowen,
TIMjE
Plaza
Wortfey ftfa&oa; James O. Katledge
Worthy Pstrc; Mrs. George Trips,
EAST BOUND
Secretary. Phone Mala tli, 130 arrive
Graad

Vantcsi

"

1

at
Eighth street and National WANTED Chambermaid
hotel.
E. C. Anderson, pastor.
worship with sermon at 11
a. m. and 8 p. m.
WANJTED Second hand range cook
arenas.
stove. Give description and price.
Sunday school at 9:45.
Epworth league devotional meeting
Address:
F. L. Stewart, care
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
at 6:45.
hotel, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
lOJMsets every Monday night nt
A cordial invitation is extended to
O. R.
Hail, on Douglas avenue, at
all who have no other place of wor
8 o'clock,
Vial tin
members are
ship to attend divine services at this
cordially weloome. & A Gearing,
church.
FOR SALE Gentle riding or driving president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
horse for sale at a bargain. Call
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
at 1026 Fifth street.
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 NaMODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICtional avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Meet in the forest of brother
SALE
FOR
FOR
SALE
Ten
Fifteenth Sunday after Trinity,
large
love at Woodmen of the Wor'
mares.
work
620
aveGrand
Apply
1912.
15,
Communion
September
Holy
nue.
hall, on the second and fourth F
7:30; Sunday school, 9:45; morning
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Q
11.
prayer and sermon,.
Saturday, St.
Consul; G, Laemmle, Clerk. Vlr,
FOR
SALE
Traction engine with
Matthews'
Day, Holy Communion
Ing neighbors are especially
'
disc
as
new.
plows,
good
Inquire
10:30.
come and cordially invited.
620 Grand avenue.
Cas-tane-

a

For Sato

No.
:10
No. 4.... 11:06
No. 8.... 1:15
No. 10. .. . 1:45

p. m.
p m

a.

1

No.

3

m......

p. m.
6:10 a. m

4:40

i:10

BOUND

.1:20

No. 7
No. 9

p.

sr

1:16 p.
11:10 a m
1:?5 a.

p. m.

WEST
No.

.1:45 p.
6:15 v.

m.......4:60

6:35 p.' m

7:00

.

An article that has real merit should
in time become popular. That such is
the case with Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has been attested by many
Here Is one of them. H.
dealers.
W. Hendrickson, Ohio Falls, Ind,,
Cough Remwrites, "Chamberlain's
edy Is the best for coughs, colds and
croup, and is my best seller." For
sale by .all dealers.

804.-Me-

ets

For Rant

,

;

--r

RETAIL PRICES

U.

In the District

Plaintiff,

LOBBY RESTAUR

TflE

fJIsceiintteoua

Administrators.

j

Suffering from some form of insanity an elderly salesman for a publishing house in this city tried to commit suicide the other day by attempting to cut his throat.) He might have
succeeded had he. not made the at
tempt with the blade of a safety raz
or. The guard of the blade prevented him from doing any Berious injury
beyond a few lacerations. He was arrested on the charge of having at
tempted suicide, but as he appeared
to be of unsound mind he was sent
to Bellevue hospital for observation
as to his sanity.

PULPIT

14, 1912.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
FOR SALE Furniture of five room J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t.
Corner Eighth and Main streets.
I. O. of B, B. Meets
ihouse.
Hard coal
every first
U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had
baseburner,
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
and gasoline stove. 403 Elevof
the
range
month
in
Tuesday
the vestrj kidney trouble for years, and was so
Communion
and
t
preaching service,
with rheumatism he could
rooms of Temple Montoflore at f crippled
enth street.
11 a. m.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art not dress without help. He started
apYoung People's society of Christian
using Foley
Pills, and says:
FOR SALE CHEAP Square piano.
invited
cord&Hy
Isaac Appel "I began to Kidney
ACT QUICKLY
proximately 3,000,000 people. These
Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
get beter at once, and
make.
Standard
President; Charles Greencl&y, Sec now all my trouble has left me and
Inquire at Optic.
figures do not Include the population Delay Has Been Dangerous In East
Prayer meeting 7:30 p. m. Wednes
I do not feel that I ever had rheurotary.
of the other boroughs which, together
Las Vegas
day evening.
FOR SALE Furniture. 705 Main avematism. I rest well all night and tho'
with Manhattan and the Bronx constiDo the right thing at the right time.
All are cordially (Invited to these
59 years old, can now do the work
nue.
.
KNIGHTS
COUNC-.NOOF
tute' Greater New York.
COLUMBUS,
Act quickly la time of danger.
services.
of a man of 35 years. I would like
second and foar
to be the means of others getting benBackache is kidney danger.
FOR SALE CHEAP Two pieces of
An odd angle of the Jersey employ
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Plone. efit from Foley Kidney Pills." Refuse
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
property, corner Third and Colum
building. Visiting members are
ers' liability law came out in the re
avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B.
t
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
Cross Drug Co.
bia. Call at 902 Third street.
In
vied.
cent filing of a suit in the New York
Peter
G
Emenaker,
H. H. Closson, 408 Grand Ave., East Green, Pastor.
K., Richard Devlne, T, 8.
supreme court by Hugh Wilson, for Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "I take
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p.
$80,000,000.00 lost Annually by Wage
merly the chauffeur of Clinton S. Mar-tin- Just as much pleasure in recommend- m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A,
Earners
I. O. O. F
a wealthy resident of Ridgewood, ing Doan's Kidney Pills today as I M. Young
Dr. Sadler estimates
LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
that about
People's meeting at 6:30 p.
N. J. In his complaint Wilson assert did
1. Meets
every Monday evening a. $80,000,000.00 In wages is lost annualwhen I gave a publio statement m. The public is Invited.
FOR
RENT
furnished
house
Nicely
to
the
American
people as a direct
ed that wbSle cleaning his employ in their
their ha'l on Slath street All visit ly
praise In January, 1907.
result of colds. Lost time means lost
keeping rooms at 1030 Fifth street
er's machine he caught his right hand About a
ing brethren cordially Invited to at wages and doctoring is
year ago I had occasion to FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
expensive.
in the motor and lacerated several of use Doan's
tend. J , 0, FridanetJne, N. G.; Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Rev. Norman Skinner, Pastor. Doug
Kidney Pills, there being
FOR
RENT
For Elks only, a few
his fingers. On learning of his mis soreness across
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood promptly. It will stop the cough, and
my kidneys and trou- las avenue and Tenth street.
choice rooms in the New Elks'
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
hap Mr. Martin, according to the ble from the kidney secretions. This
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer' air
Morning worship snd sermon at 1
Home.
O. G. Schafer and Red
passages.
C. V. Hedgoock,
story, brought his chauffeur some remedy relieved me as promptly as o'clock.
cemetery trustee.
Cross Drug Co.
preparation to apply to his wound, before. Years ago I began to suffer
Bible study and Sunday school at
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
As a result of the application Wilson's
Running up and down stairs, sweepF. 0. E. Meets first and third Tue
from pains in my back and I attribut- 9:45 a. m.
housekeeping rooms, electrio lights,
wound become worse, permanently af.
ing and bending over making beds-wil- l
ed the trouble to an injury.
Young People's society at 7 p. m.
I
each
If
day
Wood
at
evenings
month,
not make a woman healthy or
baths, etc. Excellent location, 918
fecting and deforming his hand. Wil worked hard or brought strain on the - The church extends a most
man hall. Visiting Brothers cot beautiful. She must
hearty
get out of doors
Eighth street
son demands damages to the amount
muscles of my loins, my back pained invitation to all people
dlally Invited to attend. - A. U walk a mile or two every day and
Strangers
of f 10,000. In the complaint a com
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Set take Chamberlain's Tablets to Imseverely and the least cold I caught and sojourners in the o'f especially FOR RENT Two room furnished
prove her digestion and regulate her
plete copyj of the New Jersey law is settled in my
welcomed.
rotary.
kidneys,
aggravating
bouse. 921 Lincoln avenue.
bowels. For sale by all dealers.
cited as substance for the plaintiff's
troubles. I tried plasters and linistand in holding his employer liable my
ments font my efforts for relief were
CHRISTIAN SCIENCh
SOCIETY,
for the 111 effect of the medicine ofuntil I commenced using Regular services every Sunday morn
unavailing
fered in a sf Irlt of kindness.
Doan's Kidney Pills, procured from Ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
or Mora, Each Driver,
tM
the Center Block Pharmacy. They Ing at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall WE TEACH you a trade in a few
f
By a declstion handed down the oth1
months' time; no icxpense but your
It to tfim fcs, Eael, Delivery
beneficial
from
the
proved
first"
,
er day Surrogate Fowler established
work.
;
8HIL0H BAPTI8T CHURCH-C- or
Electricity,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
automobiles,
as a precedent that a person who
to
plumbing, fjricklaying. 100 satis-flecents.
lbs. Each Delivery
Co., Buffalo, ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
has
and
ago
years
disappeared forty
L
workmen today; 40 Jobs going.
Than 68
Esc
New York, sole agents for the United Rev. W., R. Burgess, Pastor.
never been seen or heard of since
free.
Catalogue
Trade
United
States.
a,
and
8
Preaching
p.
m, by
in,
should not necessarily be deemed legSchool Contracting Co., Los AnRemember the name Doan's and the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a, m.;
ally dead. The decision was made In
geles.
B. Y. P. VS., 3 p. m. All are welcome
no
take
other.
a case In which the accounting for
to
attend
thee
services.
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Pnrff
two
1863
was
involved. In
an estate
MARRY TntfirpRHnc nartlnnln.ra froa
Antolne Deloria. noslmaster at. Gar- slsteirs, Bridget ar1 Ann Shannon
Thousands rich, ail ages, tired liv-- f
Famaus-Off- ice
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Mich., knows the exact
701
facts
came to this country from Ireland. den,
Douglas Avenue.
alone. Mrs. Hyde, 2679-Mis
when he speaks of the curative va- In the District Court
ing
County of San
The year following her arrival Bridj lue of Foley Kidney Pills. He
slon street, San Francisco.
says:
Miguel, September 11, 1912.
get took a situation liri Belleville, Pa., rrora my own experience I recomwith a Dr. Ward. She remained there mend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great Facundo Herrera
"
v.
vs.
No. 7438
HOW'S THIS
for ten years, and then, one day, remedy for kldnev trouble. Mv fnth.
i
ers was cured of kidney disease and
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReHernandez de Herrera.
wtihout removing any of her personal a
Margarita
good many of my neighbors were
The said defendant Margarita Her- ward for any case of Catarrh that
effects, she suddenly disappeared and cured by Foley Kidney Pills. O. G.
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
nandez de Herrera is hereby notified Cure.
has never been heard of since. Last Schaefer and Red Cross Drue Co.
that a suit in divorce has been com
F. J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo, O.
year her sister, Ann Shannon, died,
We, the undersigned, have known
menced against you in the District
leaving an estate of nearly $15,000. By
A really effectiv
kidney and blad- Court for the County of San Miguel F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
her will her fortune was to be dividbelieve him perfectly honorable in all
der
medicine must first stop the proged equally among her next of kin ress of
the disease and then cure the State of New Mexico, by said plaintiff, business transactions and financially
The executrix appoitned for the es conditions that cause it. Use
I
Foley wherein he prays that by decree of able to carry out any obligations made
tate neglected to make an allowance Kidney Pills for all kidney and blad- this Honorable Court, he may be 'by his firm.
for the missing sister of the testatrix der troubles and urinary regularities. granted an absolute divorce from the NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
and for that reason the surrogate re They are safe and reliable. They said defendant on the grounds of de
the particular
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interhelp quickly
and permanently.
In
worth most.
fused to confirm the accounting.
the yellow package.
O. G. Schaefer sertion and abandonment. That un- nally, acting directly upon the Wood
L hat
property
you
want
to
sell
mucous
and Red Cross Drug Co.
and
of
surfaces
the
system.
less you enter or cause to be entered
ISWURTH MOST to tome- one who reads the ads in
Testimonials sent free. Pflice 75 cents
A girl's devotion to her father was
tw.
your appearance in said suit on or per bottle. Sold by all drugists.
demonstrated the other day, when
before the 4th day of November, A.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiMiss Rachel Sayre, a refined and well
RECALL DEATH OF M'KINLEY.
D. 1912, decree Pro Confesao therein pation.
educated girl, sailed from this port
Canton, O., Sept 14. The eleventh will be rendered
against you.
as stowaway on a steamer bound lor anniversary of the death of the late
The Implicit confidence that many
L. C. Ilfeld, Esq., Las Vegas, New
books
used
tomobiles
Porto Rico. Her father, a mining en President McKInley was quietly obpeople have In Chamberlain's Colic,
for
Mexico,
attorney
plaintiff.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
of any
gineer, employed In Porto Rico, had served here today. Several handsome
founded on their experience in the
LORENZO DELGADO.
contracted a fever and the thought floral pieces were received from New (Seal)
Aj the classified ads,'
Clerk. use of that remery and their know
of her father being sick in a strange York, Chicago
n
k
and Cleveland and
ledge of the many remarkable cures
p3i3lbla bl'rsrs. f
possible
sorts of thimrs
of colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that
country, and without proper nursling were taken to the McKInley mauso
'
COme to be the
best
Snders of the
it
effected.
bas
sale
For
markets!
all
leum
dea'
and attention,
the
worried
the
by
greatly
day.
during
The optic prints an the news.
ers.

Private Telephones
Rates $2.50 per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Kates by Week or Menth dential and business population of

Notice Is hereby erven that the of
ficial paper o.f the New Mexico Cat
tie Sanitary Board will on Septem
ber 1, 1912, bo changed from the Las
Vegas Optic, of Las Vegas, N. M to
the Roswell News, of RoswelL New
Mexico. After the above date all no
tices of estrays will be published In
the News.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
W. J. LINWOOD. Secretary.
j
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FADS AND
FASHIONS
New York, Sept. 14. it may seem
a trifle premature to talk about furs,
but, although the weather is still

;

quite summery and there is promise
that the autumn will be pleasant
and warm this year, the large
shops
have already begun to display fur
garments of every description, suitable for the chilly days of late fall
and even for the regular 'winter season. So far as can be
judged at this
time there will be little new in the
fur line during the coming season. Of
novelty furs there is so far but a single achievement whicn deserves mention, the chinchilla squirrel. This is
a gray squirrel so treated and tipped
that it has the softness and much of
the silvery coloring of chinchilla. It
seems safe to predict that it will become quite popular.
The French designers of small furs
have eetn over charming sets in this
fur combined with gray silk or velvet
or used alone, and it is also being
used on coats and frocks, though it
is not cheap enough to be used lavishly by the crowd or to be readily
Black and white furs are as popular as ever, and there are many very
original models in ermine and black
silk or velvet, in white and black fox,
in broadtail or caracul, ermine, etc.
Some of the best looking sets shown
at therecetn opening were in ermine
or white fox combined with a heavy,
soft black taffeta.
Muffs are oi many shapes, out invariably of large sSze, some of the
fox muffs being actually enormous.
There are some muffs which are
but although they are undoubtedly practical, they are not very
ornamental. Fox of all kinds, is, as
usual, a great favorite. The rare
kinds, such as silver fox, are bo high
priced that they are out of the question for most woman, but luckily
there are other varieties almost as
beautiful though not bo rare. Sitna
fox tipped to look like silver fox is
extremely handsome, and !in this day
when practically all furs are dyed
more or less the old prejudice against
the dyed and novel effects has passed.
A set of the silver tipped Sitka made
up with a deep grayish brown velvet
that toned in perfectly with the1 fur
was one of the most attractive offerings in small furs in one of the shops
and there was also a stunning novelty in white fox and fiBher that won
great admiration.
Fur coats are on view tin all the familiar shapes of last season, but
among the imported models there are
some new things, and probably as th
season advances' there will be many
others. One hears a good deal about
fur coats
experiments with
direc-toir- e
and
Russian
boleros
and
and
cuts, but after all the fanciful
fur coat can only be indulged in by
the few. The average woman who
spends; money for a good fur coat
wants something that will be service- half-lengt- h
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FOREIGN

NEWS NOTES

The passing of the
Panama canal bill into law has given
rise to the discussion of the exaggeraable for many seasons and buys contion of the importance of the canal
One
itself to the world's shipping.
servatively in consequence.
Moleskin, which became one of the
of the leading maritime authorities In
WON
GREAT
most popular coat furs last winter, CONFEDERATES
France, M. Jose Moselli, says in thiB
FIGHT AT SOUTH MOUN-TAIseems headed for another successful
connection that the enormous adNEAR WASHINGTON
season, and those who bought fearing
vantages of the new canal are on conthat the fur might be merely the fad
sideration
They
greatly diminished.
Washington, Sept. 14. Fifty years
of a single season will have reason to
he
are,
says, not sufficient to bring
the
ago
was
national
today
capital
congratulate themselves. Mole is to
to Panama the trade enjoyed by Suez,
be very popular for small furs too anxiously awaiting news of the out
tor. while the voyage from Europe to
come
of
the
begreat battle that was
and for scarfs of the enveloping Kind
east via Panama would he some
the
that can hardly be classod as "small." ing fought by the Union and confeder15 days Bhorter, this advantage would
ate
at
armies
South Mountain, less
Long draped coats of fine carwul
more than counterbalanced by the
are numerous, the drapery being dis- than 50 miles distant from Washing- be
of obtaining freight. By the
difficulty
ton.'
This battle was really the decl-- l
lines and,
posed in long clinging
India
thanks to the suppleness of the fur, sive one of the Maryland campaign! Suez route vessels tap Egypt,
are
where
profitand
China,
freights
having no hint of awkwardness. Pure and led to the great fight at Antietam
while there would
J able and abundant,
white ermine collars are liked for three days later.
to be picked up
much
be
seem
to
not
these black fur coats and they often
South Mountain is a spur of the
are small affairs turning away just a Blue Ridge range, extending north of by the Panama .route. On the return
little from the throat or closing quite the Potomac from Harper's Ferry. ships might make a slight detour to
to the base of the throat.
,... ....
There are two passes through the Chile and load nitrate, ibut at $2.50
The long separate coat of fur for mountains, one known as Turner's per ton this would not appear very atlate fall and winter will be the
gap and the other as Crampton's gap. tractive.
From the passenger point of view,
type or longer. Side fastenings, The
affords a passage
revers and deep from Frederick to Wllliamsport, while the Panama route would only benefit
deep collars and
cuffs will be evident. The use of conCrampton's gap, a few miles to the travelers between Europe, the West
trasting furs isNexemplified in near south, gives a similar opening to Har- Coast of the United States and Ausevery model shown by the leadinft
tralia. European passengers for Chile
per's Ferry.
furriers of Paris, and the joining of
General Lee, after the victory at would arrive just as quickly by going
the fur is made so as to give a stnip-e- Bull Run on
August 30, had crossed direct to Buenos Aires and taking the
effect. This is particularly attracrailroad.
the Potomac and invaded Maryland.
tive in moleskin.
A few days later he divided his forces
As to tne nitrates and saltpeter of
The cutaway line characterizes the
"Stonewall" Jackson to cap- Chile not very profitable freight it
lower edge of long coats. A pannier sending
ture Harper's Ferry. To relieve Har- is to be presumed that the sailing
hint is given by a curved, deep hem
that shows fur in a .different direc- per's Ferry, General McClellan order- ship which carry it now will continue
tion. Linings are just as beautiful ed General Franklin through Cramp- to use the Cape Horn route, not only
as ever, some of the coats beling lined ton's gap. The remainder of the fed- to avoid the canal dues, but also bewith soft velour to make their warmth eral army was to pass through Tur- cause calms are frequent and durable
assured. Brocades, are in ner's gap and fall upon General Lee's in the gulf of Panama.
doubly
There remains the question of coal.
vogue and are of plain colors. Heavy main column.
General D. H. Hill of the confederate Seventy-fivplain satins are practical and rich in
per cent of existing cargo
thei dark blues, greens and golds. It is forces, succeeding in reaching Tur- steamers carry between 5,000 and 8,000
predicted that fur will be used a great ner's gap before the federals. The tons. Their speed Is small and their
deal for trimming purposes and in confederate general, McLaws, likewise coal consumption calculated for me
succeeded in getting into position at dium distances. But between Panrnillinery during the coming season.
Fashion designers are strongly em- Crampton's gap. The battles of the ama and Asia or Australia there is
phasizing the directoire model in fourteenth were fought to wrest these the whole Pacific ocean to be crossed,
suits and gowns. There is a Jaunti-nes- s positions from the confederates.
15 to 20 days' navigation.
Only very
As General Lee's object in occupyabout the cut, the lines and
rich freights would permit such an
trimming that give just the "chic" ing and holding these positions to de- expense.
to a costume. The combination of ma- lay the federal advance until the cap
From all this, concludes M. Moselli,
terials is most easily carried out, be- ture of Harper's Ferry and the conit
appears that the prime importance of
cause of the cuffs, the lapels and col- centration of his forces, they were
In that it per
lar with the vest and patch pockets held tenaciously. General Hill, rein- the canal Is strategical
fleet to oper
States
United
mits
the
which characterize this style. But- forced by Longstreet's corps, succeedtons play an important part, and the ed In holding Turner's gap until the ate indifferently on either shore cl
Thanks to the new
broad girdle and sash give opportune day was ended. General Franklin forc- the continent.
fleet will be able
American
the
canal,
for
color
contrlb-note
!
will
a
that
ed Crampton's gap Irte in the after
ity
ute individuality and character to a noon, but not soon enough to-- relieve to accomplish in two or three weeks
a journey Which formerly required
gown or suit.
Harper's Ferry. This important point
Generally the coat has a turned-bac- fell into the hands of the confederates three months and that without doubt,
will hasten the settling of accounts
'collar 6f satin or cloth. It can and General Lee waa enabled to
unite
sooner of later, must take place
be quite flat or it can stand in a his
forces for the battle of Antietam. which
the United States of America
black
between
with
stock
tied
up
effect,
high
ribbon or velvet, the knot or bow at BECOMES
for the hegemony of the
and
Japan
BISHOP OF ANTIGONISH
the side. Straight lines of buttone
Pacific.
N.
14.
Roman
Seut.
S.,
Antigonish,
are used, great emphasis
being Catholic
prelates and priests from
placed on round forms of brilliant
Officers of the French army reserve
dioceses today attended the
many
bone, or brass balls, or on ornament-a- l
Rev. Dr. James D. have been given by the minister ot
consecration
of
styles of enamel and tortoise shell.
vioar general of war the choice of resigning their
The directoire coat will be extreme- Morrison, formerly
diocese
of
the
Charlottetown, as membership in certain societies or losly popular during the coming season.
Alexandre
of
in succession to ing their commissions.
Antigonish,
bishop
Some of the models have a flaring
to
coat and others are close fitting; but Bishop Cameron, who died about two Miillerand has Just sent a circular
over
all
reserve
the
officers
The
country
ago.
years
consecrating prelate
there seems to be no doubt that both
coats and skirts will show decidedly was Monsignor Stagni, the apostolic pointing out that membership of the
military leagues la incom
more fullness this season, although delegate to Canada, who was assisted
the silhoutte will remain practically by Archbishops McCarthy of Halifax patible with discipline. One of the
leagues is Masonic and another is an
la the skirts these close, and Casey of St. John. t
unchanged.
new
and they had their origin
Trais
of
The
native
a
bishop
are
a
lines
adhered
to,
long
although
breaking away from the contracted cadle, N. S., and was educated in in more or less harmless societies for
line lis noticeable In a number of Charlottetown and at the College of the promotion of comradeshjip, but
skirts which show a fullness at the the Propaganda In Rome. After his each of them has acquired an aggres
bottom, obtained by using a series of ordination to the priesthood he be sive political character within recent
pleats at the side set in a little above came rector of St. Dunstan's College, years.
.
,
the hem.
Charlottetown, and afterwards rector
Nearly every skirt embodies the of St. Dunstan's cathedral.
ot Morocco,
Mulal Hafld,
pannier drapery in some way.. Some
has graduated rapidly in the pleasures
are raped in scant folds, while othof his European hosts at Vichy, duP
ers, of very soft, thin materials, inCe papers tot saw. Optic ornoe. ing his "cure." One evening he was
cluding the chiffons and nets, have
taken behind the scenes of the Casino
the drapery lalid on in full pleats, or
theater
after seeing the first act of s
with rows of shirring at the waist
and
he complimented the dan
ballet,
line. There is a tendency to cling to
cers with flattering enthusiasm. Eal
the
garments, although
Her in the evening he had given his
the normal waistline seems to be comPariB, Sept. 14.
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ering round the gaate, watching for
a cance ot catching his eye.
The
was taken to the Marseilles Cathedral, and managed to slip
a chance of catching his eye.
beggar on the steps as he went in.
five loui3 into the hand of a blind
with 15 louis for the poor, he came
out and mounted in the elevator to
Basilica, distributing on the way five
louis to a postcard merchant and
five louis to the elevator boy. From
the Basilica the party went to the
Casino, and the orchestra happening
to play his favorite "Sambre et
Meuse" march, was rewarded with
After presenting the cathedral clergy
five louis, the distribution of largesse
concluding with, two louis to another
blind beggar at the door of the Casino.
By this time the disgust of the
financial adviser was changing
to panic, and he was heard to express the opinion that at "this rate,
we shan't get very far." At the present rate of exchange a louis' is worth
about $4, so that it will be seen that
'

n

eul-tan- 'a

claimed, "It Is against the rules, you
cannot take photographs; you had 'better give me the machine." The princess, too young to Stand on her dignity, burst into tears, but gave up
the camera, when the king appeared
on deck. Even then the official did
not know with whont he had to do,
and was about to speak, when one
of the officers caanie forward
and
said; "His majesty." The man nearly died of embarrraesment, relieved
by a laugh from the queen, who
that he should give Princess Yolanda back her camera and that he
should stand up and have his photograph taken. The princess later
sent him a copy which did credit to
her powers.
On another occasion the king was
not allowed to land until after the
usual inspection, and as under such
circumstances he never reveals himself and never insist, it was some
time before the official knew that he
had been refusing free passage to his
proposed

sovereign.
The other day the royal family
were out when a tornado arose and
they were near being syamped. After
'

a time they gained the nearest port
Leghorn, but the queen had la sprained
the
munificence for the arm from the
shaking she got and
afternoon amounted to the respectable the children were
somewhat frightentotal of $160, out of the pension of $200 ed.
a day the French government allows
Queen Elena, speaking recently to a
him. The evening found Mulal Hafld
visitor at San Rossore, said, "You canin a music hall, and a short glimpse
not imagine the difference between
of the chorus girls behind the scenes
the quiet, Indeed, the solitude, here
cost him the balance of of his day's
and the bustling cities where we go.
pay and $150 to boot.
Here war seems in the realms of
dreams; there it is a living reality.
Rome, Sept. 14. The royal summer I so love this retired life that I jre- vacation has been productive of some cognize the fact that too much of it
most interesting experiences to the is not good for me."
king and queen of Italy, who have this
In fact, the summer life of the Itayear been more In the public eye than lian sovereign's is simplicity Itself.
ever owing to the war. They are at San Rossore consists of what is called
present at their magnificent estate of here a casino, a small palace, and a
San Rossore, hear Pisa, but they fre- chalet, surrounded by miles of
park,
quently go to visit the hospitals to comprising some wonderful pine forsee the wounded soldiers from Africa, est, and
running down to the edge
to erievew troops and take part in of the Mediterranean.
other functions on which the heart of In the park nothing breaks the sithe nation is now concentrated.
lence but the singing of the birds, the
The royal yacht "Yela" is in con- tread of an occasional dog, or the
stant demand and the king and queen tramp of hoofs, as here the king
generally take their small family of breeds horses.
four along, as they are all excellent
In the palace the king receives.
sailors and enjoy the change. Besides Here are many souvenirs of his great
the Princess Yolanda, who is quite a grandfather, and here the unfortunate
photographer, has been devoting her Queen Maria Pia of Portugal, his
self principally to sea views, or views aunt after her flight from Portugal,
In which the sea enters.
lived until her death.
The privacy with which the king In the chalet reside the king, queen,
always, moves gives rise to many pt royal children and a restricted retiqjant and amusing Incidents. Strange nue of servants. The chalet stands
as it may seem for a ruler who goes on the beach; when the sea is rough
about In his own kingdom as. much Is swirls up even into the large dooras Victor Emanuel III does, he Is not way to the delight of the children,
known to many officials.
who love to play shipwreck. They
The "Yela" put into Spezia the oth- go barefooted, and they are allowed
er day and was at once Boarded by to get as wet as they like.
the harbor-mastewho, walking up
Nearby is anchored the royal yacht,
to the Princess Yolanda, who
was while behind is a garage.
aabout to take a snapshot of him, ex
The queen has herself described

their life: "Our life is that ot the
beach; bathing, running in the sand:
and building castles. The children'
and tumble
take long' baths, fish,
about barefoot, usually In their bathand
ing costumes. I watch them
sometimes Join in their games. From
time to time we sail about or go for
automobile rides, with me as driver.
In the park we meet no one, and we
prefer the privacy."'

and answered ly c
to rlct confidence.

ing into its own again. The directoire coat is varied in many ways.
Some show the hllgh waist line, others are cut away very sharply, and
others have a very broad back,
and ending in a deep curved
line.
Some of the new afternoon dresses
show pleatings beneath polonaise effects, and they emphasize the Japanese note. They are made of rich brocades,- metal laces, opingle and vel'
vets.
White satin hats are very smart.
They are trimmed with flat bows of
black velvet or aigrettes.
FLORENCE. FAIRBANKS.

Women who bear children, and remain healthy are those who prepare
their systems in advance of, baby's
Unless the mother aids
coming.
work the crisis
nature In ltB
finds her system unequal to the demands made upon It, and ehe is often
left with weakened health or chronic
No remedy is so truly a
aliments.
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fall
to use it. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibres and muscles which
nature Is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the inflammation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
RETIREMENT OF COL. TRIPPE.
Mother's
may not be safely met
Washington, D. C, Sept. 14. Lieu- Friend assures a speedy and complete
tenant Colonel Percy E. Trippe, re- recovery for the mother, and she is
woman to enjoy the
cently on duty at the mounted service left a healthy
school at Fort Jtiley. Kan., was placed rearing of her T" "f
Mother's
child.
on the retired list of the army on his Friend is sold at
own application
W-?,today, after more drug stores.,
'"!
Jt k
than thirty-siyears of active service. Write for our free
Colonel Trippe is from Georgia and book for expectant mothers which contains much
was graduated from West Point in
valuable information, and many sugHis entire service has been
1880.
gestions of & helpful nature.
with the cavalry.
BRAD FIELD REGULATOR CO., Atluta.
semi-fittin-

g

pre-nat-
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first dinner party, and in the after
noon he had figured at a reception
held in his honor by the municipality.
Both as hoBt and guest he bore himself with much charm of manner, and
as a writer of graceful sentiments in
ladles' albums he has already proved
'
himself hard to equal.
A knowledge of live stock Is another
of the
accomplishments.
He inspected a herd of Nlvernalse
cows with an unerring eye, picked
the three beBt and ordered them to
be sent to his house in Tangier. He
even hegan to milk one of them to
make sure that his judgment was not
at fault. Ha also purchased two black
cats and a collie dog. For his children he bought a hundred dolls , In
Rourbonnals costume, a mechanical
a
and an
extraordlnry quantity of toys.
He presented a handful of gold to
a conjurer who performed the vener
able trick of making a globe of goldfish disappear before him, and the
fame of his
spread
far and wide. Whenever he was
known to be in his apartments, dozens of hawkers were to be seen hov- piano-playe-

r,

merry-go-roun-

d

Bad Taste, Sour Stomach or Coated Tongue By
Morning

It is more necessary that you keep
your bowels, liver and stomach clean,
pure and fresh than It Is to keep the
sewers and drainage of a large city
,
free from obstruction.
Are you keeping clean inside with
Cascarets or merely forcing a pas
sageway every few days with salts,' I
cathartic pills or castor oiilT This is J
Important.
regulate the stomach, remove the j
remove the
regulate teh stomach,
sour, undigested and fermenting food
and foul gases; take the excess bile
from the liver and carry km of the
system the constipated V waste mat- - ;
ter and polBon in the intestines, and ,
bowels.
No odds how badly and upset you
feel, a Cascaret tonight will straighten you out by morning.
They work
box from
while you sleep. A
will
head
your
keep
your druggist
clear, stomach sweet and your liver
and bowels regulate for months. Don't

'

i

";
)

'

too.
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COURT IN ALBUQUERQUE
Albuquerque, N. M., Sep. 14. The
grand and petit juries will begin work
at 10 o'clock Monday, and consider- able court business will probably be

the next three
jury will be unDistrict Attorney
understood that
the grand Jury has not a great many
maters to consider, and tha session
will likely be a comparatively brief
one. Undersherlff Dick Lewjs today
finished the work of serving formal
notice on grand jurors and subpoenas
on witnesses. The civil trial docket
containing 51 cases, will be called
Monday at 10 o'clock by District Clerii
Maddlson.
Attorneys interested In
civil cases now pending ara asked to
be present Monday morning.

disposed of within
weeks. The grand
der the direction of
M. U. Vigil.
It is

Few, if any, medicines, have met
with the uniform success that has at
tended thei use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
The remarkable cures of colic and
diarrhoea which It has effected in almost every neighborhood have liven
It a wide reputation. For sale by all

dealers.

.

party.
Don't have your peace disturbed by hearing the
ring of another telephone. You may also have a
desk telephone on this class of service.
Call the office and have the manager call on you
:
and explain our rates and service.
STATES TELEPHONE

COMPANY

i

forget the children their little in- sides need a good, gentle cleansing,

Start in by discarding your party line service,
have it replaced with individual.
Life is to short to wait ,for some one else to
finish a conversation before being able to call your

THE MOUNTAIN

I

No Headache,

House Cleaotat"

high-walste- d

V

"CASCARETS" BEST FOR THE
BOWELS.

-

Motherhood is woman's highest sphere
in life. It is the fruition of her dearest
hopes and greatest desires ; yet thousands of noble women through some derangement have been denied this blesing.
In many homes once childless there are
now children because of the fact that
Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
makeswomen normal, healthy andstrong.
San Antonio, Texas. -"- To all women
who desire to have children in their
homes ana w oe weu
f::X--' v- nnd hannv I recom
mend Lydia E. Pink- -

ham's
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does what nothing eiso but a stick of
dynamite could have done.
A posslblo iih;!ake of the Pilgrim
Fathers was ttelr bringing no harly
little Spanish . donkeys along in the
Mayflower. Just how different would
the history ' of 'New, England have
been had the Plymouth settlers had
some beasts W burden? Not altogeth
er unnoticed has the burro been in
literature. If 'sancho Panza had hiB
that Robert
Dapple
Louis Stevenson would not have objected to our calling his Modestine a
burro. And the words of Coleridge
may be '.applied; to. the beast whose
emancipation Arizona ban begun:
"Poor foal of "an oppressed race,
I loveiJhe,lfliii1'uid,,iiatience of thy
face;
And oft witfr gentle head I Rive thee
bread
And clap thy rawed coat and pat thy
head."
pe

m
Eiuered at, the postolflce at East
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmit
ioa through the United States mails
s second class matter.
a

Per

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:
.
Copy

.05
.15
.65
7.50

One Week .....
On

Month

.

f..i.....'.f..,

One Year
One, Year
Mix

uaiiy

...

THERE

oy mail
$6.00

Months

fl.OO

WEEKLY

One Year

'BOSS Ifi

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
.

YOUNG COVpLE

$2.00
1.00

lx Months

Cash la Advance for Mall Subscrip-

tions)
Remit by draft, check oi" money
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
le responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on applica--,
ion.
'

AUj PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
f any newspaper in northern New
'

.

Mexico.
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
The market closed steady. , Today's
Chicago, Sept 14. (Freezing; temper- brief session on the stock
exchange
atures in Canada today, coming after almost established a

lower

at

9191.

record for weekTrading came to aft
absolute standstill soon after the opening and the occasional fitful movemeut
were in a" downward direction. Interest in stocks was subordinated by
the bank) statement issued after market because of the large cash loss.
The most interesting feature was a
sale of $75,000 Now York City four
per cent bonds at 99, the lowest recent quotation. The last sales were:
4.25.
Amalgamated Copper
86
American Beet Sugar
126
NEW YORK MONEY
'.
Atchison . . ......
107
New York, Sept. 14. Call money
Great Northern
137
nominal; prime paper
Silver
New York Central ....... . .
114
63. Mexican dollars 48.
Northern Pacific
.....125
157
Reading
The Comedian From the sounds In
Southern Pacific
109
your dressing room I judge that you
Union Pacific
.168
girls have had a hair pulling time.
United States Steel
72
The Rough Soubrette Not me. I
United States Steel, pfd.
113
poked her in the eye. I wouldn't hurt
none to pull the hair she wears. CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
end dullness.

over possible damage
Anxiety
:
from.
frost
the
strengthened
corn market December opened
to
higher at 51 to 52 and ascended to
Subsequent letup in
demand ocrasioned a setback.
The
close was steady at 52 for December,
a gain of
cent net.
Oats, though Inactive, shympathized
with the firmness of corn. December
started at 32 and hardened to 32.
Lack ft demand made provisions
sag. First sales ranged from 10
cents lower to 5 cents advance with
Chicago, Sept. 14. Cattle, receipts
January"$17.65 to $ 17. 67 for pork; 500. Market slow weak. Beeves $5.75
110.60 for lard and 9.97
for ribs.
10.90; Texas steers $4.756.40;
Closing Quotations for the dav were; western steers
$4.706.30; stockers
Wheat, 'September '94; December and feeders $4.
257; cows and heif
ers $3S; calves $8.6511.50.
Corn, September 69; December 52.
Hogs, receipts 6,500. Market strong
Oats, September 32; December to 5 cents
higher. Lights $8.459.05;
32. :
mixed $8.159; heavy $7.958.90;
Pork, September $17.30.
rough $7.958.15; pigs $5.258.25;
Lard, September $11.10.
bulk of sales $8.408.85.
Ribs, September $10.67.
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market stea
dy. Native $3.504.65; western $3.60
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
4.60; yearlings $4.705.85; lambs,
New York, Sept. 14. The stock mar
native $4.857.65; western $7.75.
ket showed few changes of importance
at today'si opening, although the tendKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
ency was mainly upward, most of the
Kansas City, Sept.
reactive issues showed fractional' gains. ceipts 300, including 100 southerns.
The one notable exception was Louis- Market
steady. Native steers S6.5i'$
ville and Nashville, which declined 10.70; southern steers
$4.2g0.50;
half a point.
southern cows and heifers $3.25g5.00;

52.

Los Angeles, Cal., Sppt. 14. Conventions are shattered nnd traditions
of romance ruthlessly ignored in a
mamage contract : feigned by Miss
Helulz Chandler;',aged.21, daughter of
Julia Davis Chandler, author, of Philadelphia, and Garleton W.. Wasburne,
aged 23, son ,of Marion Foster Wasburne, atithbr" and lecturer, of Pasadena. The young" couple met a week
ago; their marriage license was issued yesterday, the
agreement signed and sealed and they, will
be joined tomorrow 'in legal
marriage,
which step they take, the agreement
declared, for the happiness of their
children and for tne free,
of the parents with the
rest of society. The marriage con-

C
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EKPPED
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native cows and heifers $3.258.50
stackers and feeders $4.505.50; bulls
$3.755.00; calves $5.609.25; western steers $5.509.00; western cows
$3.256.00. "
Hjoga,
Market
receipts 1000.
strong. Bulk of sales $8.4508.80;
heavy $8.408.75; packers and butchers $8,508.85;
lights
S.608.85;
pigs $6.257.35.
500.
Sheep,
Market
receipts
steady. Muttons $3.504.50; lambs
$6.257.40; range wethers and yearlings $1.005.75; range ewes $2. 50(a)

,

quiet general rains, rallied the prices
of wheat. There also was unsettled
weather in France and Great Britain.
At first, however, the market showed
weakness on account of big receipts
northwest of here. The opening was
lower December
unchanged to
started at 91 to 91, a loss of
to
and then rose to 91. The close
was weak with December
net

1912.
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or call and we will have our demonstrator

Telephone
show you.

tetcS!!e

Las Vegas

'

Phone Main 344.

ft

feciiiae

Whalen,

&

Co.'

Fowler Props

-

NEW YORK METAL New York, Sept
market
was dull and practically nominal.
tal

go n l: :np b

;
ESCAPE.
Leetonia, Ohio, Sept. 14. John St.
Clair, a Boston
aviator, fell while

A NARROW

SJIfililTF

making an exhibition flight at the carnival here today and alighted on a
paked electric wire carrying; 2,200
volts. The wire broke but he was severely burned.
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has used Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for years, and says she always recommends it to her friends.
"It never
falls to cure our coughs and colds and
prevents croup. We have five children and always give thera Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
and they are all soon well. We would
not be without it In our tinuon " n
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co!

17

00s

NUT

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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TELEPHONES
tract specifically sets forth that the
CUSINESS OFFICE..:.
Main 2
marriage shall not be a bond giving
Kwg DEPARTMENT ......Main 9

either control over the other or possession of the other; that it shall not
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER
14, 1012. be a bar ,to another marriage should
thie prove unfruitful; that the tie
shall terminate; ::
with
PltAISE FOB THE BUKIiO the death; of lovesimultaneously
on either sid and
that neither, ishall "have the right to
At last an American state payB Its restrain
thft o.thoc should he or him
oincjUji respects to the burro, says see fit
,.incurr, athar parental rethe Boston Herald. The only one of sponsibility.
maons
It provides-tha- t
companions who
since at present
lias not had his due portion of praise the state
no income for
provides
us to
classed via Arizona along mothers and children, it shall be the
with the church, and the school as an
duty of the man ta share equally with
institution whose contribution to the his wifeall'ftraings'and property at
general welfare of right places him such times as she may he incaDacitat- on the freo list. It is well. So email ed for 'work; gthafi(he expenses of the
that he can be stowed away in a good household aitd; the children shall be
sized game bag, so strong that he car equally divided.
In ease of separai'ies tha fattest woman to the top of tion, they agree the financial responriJco's Peak, so safe that he treads sibility shall he
divided, no matter
unerringly the path that makes an whose jfaulj; jho divorce might be.
Jndian shiver, and so homely that he Wasburne and bis fiancee are both
needs these virtues to balance the college graduates, he of the Univeraccount, the burro Is after 11 thn sity of Chicago and. .Stanford, she of
builder of empires and the pioneer of Philadelphia institutions.
civilization. Arizona decrees that the
"Rocky Mountain canary" shall go
untaxed, if his owner is a prospector.
Poets have sung the, dog. The horse
stands in bronze in the squares of
the cities and madly gallops across
pages of the novels. The cat and the
The eolleg'4 Vouth, strapped, called
cow have had their altars.
Now up his dad on the
e
tele
comes this partial and belated recogphone and asked him to forward $20
nition of the burro,
immediately by mail. "Can't do it,"
st
Tjet the friend and scapegoat of was the answer. "You get your al
the miner and explorer be praised. lowance, you must make that
last.".
Frugal and complacent, he is the In- 'But I say, dad," pleaded the youth,
dispensable comrade of the adventur--er- s "you wouldn't see me
starve?", "No
who disclose the world's treasure.
danger, son, at this distance," came
The spoil of Peru was loaded on his the
quick reply. And he rang off.
back for transport across the isthmus
of Darien. From the city of Mexico
Stranger Can you tell me how far
almost to the site of Kansas City
it is from here to the Rock Isla.id
trudged on Coronado'B astonishing station's
I
Journey of' exploration. All the minSlightly Inebriated. Citizen (pointing camps of the three Americas
ing wltb wobbly finger toward the
have been ; opened by prospectors
southwest) Yes'r; two movln'
whose burros carried their grub ana
shows, four cigar stores an' nineoutfits. Unlovely but not altogether teen s'loons." r"
unloveable, doing their best to live
down their reputation for stupidity
.First ' Cabmanjj-Pape- r,
says there's
and stubbornness, these beasts of
'ole districts of j Loacion whom vyou
cTothine
burden have carriea food,
couldn't find a 'ansom if you wanted
and lumber to isolated camps, ore to
one.
the ft niolters. and not infrequently the
Second' f!abnin-!loomin- '
lot aiore.
bod v of some "poor cuss" who has
Woke-a- s
- wants
difficult
to
find
tho
"dust"
behind
the
"cashed in" and left
for the "boys" to bury him "back
.

A

Apparel Department Running Over Full of the
Season's Latest Novelties

Ready-to-We- ar

.

ifour-Sfoote-

Satisfaction 'Guaranteed in Every Article We Sell

--

ABSOBBLETS

Exquisitely beautiful Creations of Style Craft and Workmanship brought out in every line of this
marvelous collection of Ladie's
Garments. Surely it is! worth while to select a Suit or
Coat from a Reliable firm that carries only first class merchandise and stakes its' entire
future on the
satisfaction that it gives its' customers
The greatest assortment of varied Styles is here for
your
J
inspection that has ever been assembled under this roof.
Ready-to-We-

f
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Jacket Suits, Coat Length, 34 inches

t.

.;..::.$l5 to $4o

Great Collection of ($25.00 Suits)
Evening Dresses, dainty shades and Trimmings
Coats, three-quartand full length..
Waists,fall models.
Skirts, latest styles
A

y

y

1.50 to

er

--

0

i

45.00
$10 to $35
... $1.50 to $10

;.

.$5 to $20

'

Below Ve Quote a Few Very Special Values Good For

Mondayand Tuesday,

'

September 16 and 17, Only
BOY'S

ALL

WOOL

pic-tu- r'

',

Slim NOV

LCXS SILK

WOMEN'S 25C

CLOVES

HOSE

DEBE

home."
Men might well learn some things
from him. He minds his own bust
ness.' Stoically he contemplates the
trials of life. He has "flung away am

What sends a horse right
up on his hind legs budges him not
a mite. Not often given place in
strutting parades, he "gets there
without ostentation. He chooses usu
ally a, perfoctly safe place for his
most common freak, ol Insubordination. Upon the brink, of somo narrow and pretty stream he halts. The
""puncher" may coax and flog but not
kicks Bor t.'nrs will move those legs
planted ss Immovably as the everlasting l!ii:t. The artist in the use
then has his opportunof
and"
of whitehot profanity
flow
a
ity
.JiitiiVn"

"Inn-utsg- e"

She I've been trying for years to
get my. brother to lake a vacation
H.e And be woh'tdo it, eh?
She No; says he'd be lonesome
away frfljif his work: He's a chiropo
i
dist, you know.
He A chiropodist! Why don't you
sucgest bis.' spending a few days at
tho foot of a mountain?
"
"I know I keep1 late hours,
confessed the repentant young
man,"lmt you've old me many times
that I was the 'star' of your existence,

Mast mothers in Las

Ve-

gas are acquainted with our
Great Line of Serviceable
Nobby All Wool Suits for
We

ate showing a

fuller line than ever, Ages
run from 4 to 17 yeats.
PRICES

03 to CO

Kayser Made

Bill

Double Tips
Black & White

JJlack. Cotton

4k

!

Hose-

to ,1,0.
Two Star.,.,,;. ,
!;';"ft
Tatfetft
:;k' Wear WeH
Per Pair,
Monday Only

1.29

Heavy

Seting';

19c

i,

.Xwels'

Each

Each

19c

19c

LADIES'AND

ALL

v

',

;

Wit?i.or .With-

-

out

'

;

V

;J
'''

or

..

Cut-

Core,;.
Each"'

.

STORE
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This Season, has

'ppe;i some

Eecords

'EE TOE NEW

OF QUALITY"
HE-O-

E.LasVegas
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trourht

very un- - usual styles
and you want to be sure to
Y$UceA, get the
right ones by seeing
the correct shapes at Ea'
characlis, Service and Style
Combined at prices from
ckOTi

ir

I Victor Talking Machines ; ,and

so"

SHOES FOR FALL

":Z

AGENTS FOR
TH

OEiTS

OXFORDS

Napped
Turkish

Quality
'

SPREADS

Extra Gcrd

Good .

-

BED

Um

No Seam

'

t

mom-mtir,-

and
a ?. i i
"Not now,
Porcival " Interrupted
the austere old lady, looking at Lira
over hen spectacles; "you're my mid
night son."

TOWELS 40C

siZeslx90

'

Boy's.

SHEETS

...
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BEEN

before the advent of
Frankel Fifteen was $15.00

j7EVER

j V
capable of buvim? such high
clothes value.
,

Never before Frankel Fifteen was
sold in our city was so low a price as

$15.00 consistent with genteel
wearing apparel always dated "this
season" and correct in every detail
and

Never before Frankel Brothers'
clothing masterpiece appeared on

the market was so liberal and honest
a warranty attached to men's
clothing
Guaranteed to he all wool and to
give satisfactory service or
''' dnew garment

I
L;

;

Franhel Fifteen, America's Greatest $15.00 Suit

...

represents the standardization of men's clothing value and the entire market appreciates
and respects it.
Frankel Fifteen is a suit which is $15.00 anywhere in the United States and is maximum in
efficiency, style, and finish.
You cannot go wrong in investing $15.00 in a
Franhel Fifteenit is no speculation.
Call at your earliest opportunity and see these
clothes. The variety is large the price is

a&

I.,.

.

i

,

.v
E. ROSEN WALD '& SON
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LOCAL NEWS

Regular dance at
1.00
lbs. Beet Sugar for.
lbs. Cane Sugar for
f 100
45c
3 lb Can Pure Lard for
75c
5 lb. Can Pure Lard for
10 lb. Can Pure Lard for. . . .
$1.45
He
. . .
Large Can Tomatoes for
9c
....
Standard Sugar Corn per Can
11c
.
Fancy Sugar Corn per Can
9c
Libbys Canned Soups per Can
10c
Can
Canned
Campbells
Soups per
And we save you on nearly everything else in our store, from
15
14

10 to 20

Per Cent or More

'
Compare our prices with what you pay when you buy on
credit, and you, will be convinced.

DAVIS
IKE
Tiizcncu cnaczn
i

16,-17-

-

100 pounds sugar
16 pounds cugur
100 pounds Colorado

.

.... ,,,.v...,

$0.25
$1.00

'M..'

fl.65

potatoes

:'

90c

pounds Colorado potatoes
12 pounds Colorado potatoes
20 pounds pure lard
10 pounds pure lard
5 pounds pure lara
SO

...............

3

. .

.,

... .'

.

25c

....2.b5
$i ,0

i

'

.700

V

3 pounds pure lard
20 pounds compound
10 pounds compound
5

.

..'

40c

..

.

....

J1.10
55c

.

1:

.

..

..........35c

Gallon Cans Pie Fruit
Apricots
White cherries
iyiiN
iiu
Apples
Plums
Grapes

graham criickers
oatmeal crackers

3
3

--

3
3

vanilla wafers
3 macaroni
3 vermicelli
3 spaghetti . ;
6 Crystal White soap
7 Lenox soap

i

3.
3

r
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c

.

.

................

3

8

Oar Fall Slock of

.........

Takoma biscuits
lnmon cream blacuits
.
giugor wafers
lemon wafers

3

REBELS

Ken-drick- s,

Peaches
Pears . .

3

A

SUITS & CVEIXOATS
ADMINISTRATOR OF DEAD FIRE(Continued from Page 1.)
.A. T. Rogerts, Jr., has ordered an
MAN'S ESTATE, DEMAND8
is now Complete, and
slty for maintaining a formidable
LARGE SUM f
electric runabout, which he expects
as for beauty of
force in the vicinity of the capital is
will be here in a few days.
'
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 14. The hampering the move.
The trains are being recked and
Finch's Golden WeJ3!ng Kya, agasd Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Rail
Models, Palicrn, Make
looted by bandits in the state of Chi
In the wood.; Direct from
was
road
made
defendant
company
distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course
la two suits filed in the district court huahua, and in one instance several
passengers were killed, none of them,
today, asking damages
aggregating
'
Mrs. J. T. Buhler was taken to the $15,000.
The first "suit was filed by however, being Americans. This in
H rAR surpass any- -' ,iH;.".T:vi
Las Vegas hospital
this morning, Arthur C. Culver, administrator of formation was transmitted to the de
thing: we have ever
with the statement that all
where She underwent an operation.
the estate of Charles M. Gulnn, partment
was quiet along the border.
in the Clothes
through Attorney G. S. Klock. CulEd Haymoor,
is be
Mrs. Standish will have her new ver asks
Line.'
com
the
judgment against
lieved to have been killed yesterday
fall millinery on display. Ladies are
pany In the jjum'of $15,000, alleging by Mexican rebels near Morelos,
We are showing the
He
to
cordially invited
Inspect our stock. that Guinn was killed on October 3,
was a member of a Mormon Colony
of the ,,.
very best out-p1911, while, performing his duty as a
The finding of remnants of his prop
'
White Kitchen.
Home cooking fireman on a locomotive owned and
Mami-Class
Highest
j
erty and his clothing was reported to
Cleanliness.
Good service.
Meals operated by the Santa Fe and that
facturers in America,
day by Mormons arriving at Nogales.
25c. Special dinners Sunday.
No
death was the result of negligence
such
charge.
The
......as Hart, Schaffon the part of the company.
Mil
Plot Against Renublic. '
Sya-tener and Marx L
plaintiff .alleges also that the com ; Mexico City, Sept. 14 TKat"the
For sale1 cheap, Chalmers automo- pany furnished defective equipment,
Michaels Stern etc.
plot to occupy &nd sack the capital
'
bile, 30 h.' p. in good condition, ap- was negligent and therefore respon
September 15, the aniversary!of;Mexi
pearance like new; has been used sible for the fireman's death. Mar- - co's independence,,
was more wide
very iittle. A. T. Rogers, Jr.
ron and Wood, attorneys for Charles spread than at iirst imagined Is indi
F. Fowler, filed the second eult, ask- cated by. reports received here by the
The People's Bante and Trust coming judgment against the Santa Fe in government that similar plans were
pany of Las Vegas has. filed its ar- the sum of $10,000. Fowler alleges onr foot against Puebla, Monterrey
ticles of incorporation in the office in his complaint that ho was em- - ana Saltillo.
In all of these places
of the county clerk.
arrests
of
man
as
a
alleged
machinist
by
conspirators have
played
handy
the Santa Fe and that while perform been made.
The plot to occupy Saltillo and MonRegistration books for the Novem- ing his duty in such position, susber election have been received In tained injuries on September 13, be- terrey is believed here to be a part
It is time for STOVE CONthe office of County Clerk Loren- cause of defective equipment, which of the. general rebel movement In
fk
me
norcnern
Coapart oi tne state of
zo Delgado. Deputy Clerk William B, rendered
his left arm useless and
SIDERATION. The Fire side
nulla. The revolutionists are said to
Stapp has sent the books' to the va- has prevented him from securing embe
there
under Andres Gar
organized
Gem..
rious precincts of the county whert ployment at his occupation since that
za Galan, and to be operating along
they are now in the hands of the time.
the International road toward Ciudad
boards of registration.
Porflrio Diaz.
soMembers of the Fhilomathean
of
the
the literary organization
A postofflce has been established at ciety,
t
Arms May Be Delayed.
New Mexico' Normal University, met
Combines more salent feaCarson, Taos eounty, with William K.
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Hartford,
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at
last Wednesday afternoon
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tures than any heater on
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the plant of the volt Patent Firearms
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J. C. Bak Manufacturing company was begun
mer location. .The following postmas- cero, president; Professor
It was confined entirely to the
today.
KelMiss
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which1' the .45 caliber
ters have been commissioned: Maxi- er, vice president;
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automatic
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States government are being made.
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nesday afternoon, atter which ses The men claim the
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piece work prices
Wedwill be held every other
Chavez, San Rafael; Arthur J. Hol
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paid have been so changed that they
land, Carrlzozo, and J. E. Sheridan, nesday.
are equivalent to a reduction in
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A program for the next meeting
a SECOND HAND stove.
Silver City.
wages and declare that if -- the matbeen arranged as follows:
ter is not adjusted the entire factory
Miss Ruth Conrad
Music
Anderson Brlnkley,
numbering nearly 1,000 hands,
colored, who Reading;
... Miss Gladys Carroon force,
will be called out. The Colt comformerly lived in Las Vegas, died sev- Music
.".Theodore Skinnar
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eral weeks ago In Winslow, Ariz. Vocal duet
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ernment work.
Brlnkley will be remembered by all
. . . .Misses Marig and Lucy Clement
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old timers, as he was head bartender First
Glimpse of Newsy Notes....
at the Montezuma hotel for several
i. . . . .Omar Barker
HAYES IS DISMISSED.
years. Some of Brinkley's former pat Muse
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CI
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TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Quebec, and other points in CanaKl
LOST One auto mud chain. Finder
by our new "pressing system"
return to Dan Rhodes. Reward.
.RUSSIAN OFFICIAL KILLED.
it has the same attractive apLupa-kofLondon, Sept. 14. Colonel
Trade demands this flour to such extent that local com
head of the Russian political
pearance that it has when
)
police, was shot down while waiting
new. Our process gives the
petitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
for a street car today, with his wue
shirt the proper stiffness withj methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."
at Pyatigorsk, Ciscaucasia, according
out that harsh, board like
to a despatch received here by a news
I
Our sales increase daily by SUCH acknowledgement of
EVERY DAY
effect.
agency from St. Petersburg. The asits superiority and selling qualities.
sassin escaped.
And, owing to the fact that
been-move-

Black cherries

t.

DAMAGE

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at th Opera Bar.

CLOTHING

1

$2.00

pounds compound
pounds compound

hall tonignt.

OUT TO MEET

QREENBERQER

anci8

,

B.

.

Sl5,000

GOES

a

tmtm

September

FOR

hium

SUED

FE

14, 1912.

'

DOES IT PAY TO PAY CASH?

r

l

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

mm

;

See Van Pettea for lnsuranca.

Just Oar Regular Price

OPTIC,

The Fire

,

Is Gem
Hot tlliistV

'

.

.

Diamond C soap
Bismark preserves
Bismark pickles . . .

If Your Shirt

25c OFF' ON ALL FLOURS.
STANDARD HAMS AND BACO N

$18c

p;j

Is Laundered

N

J. II. STEARNS, Grocer

tee

mm

:TuATED

.vft

sit::::!ty

cf "cld

ciestead mm"

f,

eciai

51

Sa

Q

flonday. Tuesday and Wednesday
September
At

tle llOEa

of

the

16,

i7 and

18

lest of Everytting

J.W pouiiu
iur. . .
Potatoes, 14 pounds for ...
Beet Sugar, 100 pounds for.
Beet Sugar, 15 pounds for.
.
,,
Cane Sugar, 100 poundB for.
:v
Cane Sugar, 14 pounds for
Moses Best Floiir, Old Wheat, half sack ;v
','.
Mose Best Flour, .Old Wheat, quarter ejoic
'
3 Packages Macaroni, Spaghetti, or Vermicelli V... .
I.
6 packages Laundry Starch
;
100 bars Diamond C. Soap.
.?v
g hars Diamond C Soap.....
'
100 bars Crystal White Soap.
White
Soap
bara Crystal
7 hars Tar Soap
t,.i
2
bar Boxes Toilet Soap.
bar Boxes Toilet Soap
8 sacks Table Salt...,
1 large Can Pure Lard
:
. .v
1 medium Can Pure Lard
i . . . . . .,. . . . .t
1 small Can Pure Lard .

.Potatoes,

............:..
'.

S

4--

3

large Can Compound.
i; medium Can Compound
1 .small Can Compound
Standard Bacon, sides, per lb
Standard Hams, per lb...

1

:

Eatable
..$1.75
... 23c

..$6.25
..$1.00
..$6.50
,.$1.00

.i 11.50
.:,i7B6J

..'
.;--

-

2r,c
25c

j,of

there is no friction used to
iron your garments, by this
method, there is positively
no opportunity for1 unnecessary wear.

HAYWARO

YESTERDAY'S

Las;Veas;; Steam:
81

617 Dought Are

..$3.75
. . 25c'
.. 23c
.... 25c
,.. 25c
25c

40c
$1.05
60o

35c
18c
18c

CO. STORE

Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

'.

'

Jofferson Raynold Prasideut
Ha'?stt Reynolds Cash:
H. Eile Hoke Asst Cashlot

E. D, Reynolds Vica President
Stophen B. Davis , Vice President

Fried

Cut Gladiolus and Asters

dies iff;

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Cinnamon Rolls

We arc cutting lots of both of these fine cut
flowers now. These last well and make a good

,

Capital,
0&rr

show for the money.

l

H PERRY ONION
SEEDSMEN

CHARLES ILFELD CO.

5.

'...$1.30
65c.

Order "Homestead" from your grocer or merchant.
i

'
W astern League.
i
Denver, 7; St. Joseph, 6.
Des Moines, 4; Wichita, 1.
Omaha, 3; Lincoln, 2.

.v.-Laimdry.r;-

Fliont Mtin

Ttio Bestin Tt8 Giiy

American League.
Boston, 6; St. Louis, 2
Chicago, 2; New York, 0.
'"Detroit, 9; Washington, 8.
Cleveland, 10; Philadelphia, 2.

TRY GUP. WOXX

..$3.00
25c

BMERY GOODS

BASEBALL.

National League.
New York, 3; St. Louis, 2.
Brooklyn, 4; Cincinnati, 5.
Chicago, 3; Boston, 2.
Pittsburg, 5; Philadelphia,

Our "press ironers" make
your linens fit and look betterand wear better.

507 Sixth

THE GRAAF &

I

FRESH

&

& SON

FLORISTS

'one

VcfiM

lit

tl
; i

"The Store of Satisfaction"
-

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

$100,000

OF

JLAS

VEGAS. N.

M.

Surplus, and Undivimd Profits $35,000

Depositors Receive Every Couricsy aisd
Within the Scope of Good BanLir.

Interest. Paid! tin Jimm Deposits

